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Summary
SUMMARY
The optimisation of aerospace structures is a very complex problem, due to the 
hundreds of design variables a multidisciplinary optimisation may contain, so that 
multilevel optimisation is required. This thesis presents the recent developments to the 
multilevel optimisation software VICONOPT MLO, which is a multilevel 
optimisation interface between the well established analysis and design software 
packages VICONOPT and MSC/NASTRAN. The software developed is called 
VICONOPT MLOP (Multilevel Optimisation with Postbuckling), and allows for 
postbuck ling behaviour, using analysis based on the Wittrick-Williams algorithm. The 
objective of this research is to enable a more detailed insight into the multilevel 
optimisation and postbuckling behaviour of a complex structure.
In VICONOPT MLOP optimisation problems, individual panels of the structural 
model are allowed to buckle before the design load is reached. These panels continue 
to carry load with differing levels of reduced stiffness. VICONOPT MLOP creates 
new MSC/NASTRAN data files based on this reduced stiffness data and iterates 
through analysis cycles to converge on an appropriate load re-distribution. Once load 
convergence has been obtained with an appropriate criterion, the converged load 
distribution is used as a starting point in the optimisation of the constituent panels, i.e. 
a new design cycle is started, in which the updated ply thicknesses for each panel are 
calculated by VICONOPT and returned to MSC/NASTRAN through VICONOPT 
MLOP. Further finite element analysis of the whole structure is then carried out to 
determine the new stress distributions in each panel. The whole process is repeated 
until a mass convergence criterion is met.
A detailed overview of the functionality of VICONOPT MLOP is presented in the 
thesis. A case study is conducted into the multilevel optimisation of a composite 
aircraft wing, to demonstrate the capabilities of VICONOPT MLOP and identify areas 
for future studies. The results of the case study show substantial mass savings, 
proving the software’s capabilities when dealing with such problems. The time taken 
for this multilevel optimisation also proves the efficiency of the software.
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Notation
NOTATION
a analysis cycle number
b width of a plate
be effective width of a plate
bel width of an element
D vector of global displacements
d  design cycle number
E Young’s modulus
El , E2, E3 elastic moduli of an orthotropic material
F  the eigenparameter
/j(y ) function to allow simply supported boundary conditions in
VIP ASA type analyses 
F(jc) objective function
F  objective function value of the optimum combinatorial partial
enumeration design determined by the sequential rounding 
technique
Pel local axial force per unit length in an element
FXlel, FYgi local axial and transverse forces per unit length in an element
FXpami panel’s total longitudinal load
FXYel shear force acting on each element
FXYp/ag shear force for the component plates in the panel
F Y ^^  transverse stress resultants for the component plates in the
panel
FX% axial forces per unit width in the global x direction
Gl9G29G3, G4 grid points of a QUAD4 element in MSC/NASTRAN
G\2 > ^ 2 3 »^ 31  shear moduli of an orthotropic material
Gj (jc) equality constraints on the objective function
gix, gjy, giz global coordinates of grid points Gj, G2, G3, G4, / = (l,... ,4)
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Notation
Hj (x) inequality constraints on the objective function
z , j , k base vectors of the local element coordinate system
z0, j Q, ko unit base vectors of the local element coordinate system
iqx  , i0 y , j 0x, j 0y components of z'q and j 'q in the x  and y directions
J  number of eigenvalues lying between zero and a trial value
J0 value of J  when the components of the displacement vector
corresponding to K are clamped 
Jm number of eigenvalues lying between zero and a trial value for
a constituent member of a structure with its ends clamped 
K global stiffness matrix for the overall structure
K m member stiffness matrices
K a upper triangular matrix obtained by applying a conventional
Gauss elimination to stiffness matrix K 
L interval at which buckling mode repeats in VICON type
analyses
I  panel length
£el length of an element
M 0 total initial mass for the whole structure
Md total current mass for the whole structure in design cycle d
M j  local bending moment acting on an element
MXgi, MY^j, local bending moments per unit length in an element
MYpcnei panel’s total bending moment
m number of constituent members in a structure
ms o initial mass for panel s
ms d current mass for panel s in design cycle d
Nd , Na number of design/analysis cycles taken in a multilevel
optimisation
Nelx total number of elements along the length of the panel
Nelp total number of elements per plate
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Notation
N l , Nt , Ns in-plane longitudinal, transverse and shear stress resultants
N p number of panels contained in a model
p  predicted load from an analysis cycle
p  expected converged resultant load
p  load at start of an analysis cycle
p cr critical buckling load
Pcrx > Px critical buckling load and applied design load for plate x
Pdesignx design load for each plate x
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ptenx assumed tensile load for each plate x
pcompx applied compressive load calculated by MSC/NASTRAN
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p* o initial load for panel s in a design cycle
p*s a current load for panel s in analysis cycle a of a design cycle
qa number of currently active constraints
s{k} sign count of K, calculated as the number of negative elements
on the leading diagonal of the upper triangular matrix KA 
Sr move direction vector
s panel number
t thickness
tMsMb Mp time taken for MSC/NASTRAN to complete a static, a finite
element buckling analysis and a finite element postbuckling 
analysis
tvd, tVa time taken for VICONOPT to complete a buckling design and a
postbuckling analysis
^FE > T'pe time taken for MSC/NASTRAN to complete a buckling and
postbuckling optimisation
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Notation
Tmlo , T'MIj0 time taken for VICONOPT MLOP to complete a buckling and
postbuckling optimisation 
w, v, w perturbation displacements of a member in the x, y and z
direction
Vj, v2 diagonal vectors used to determine the local coordinate system
of an element
X factor which equals ^ £L-
Pr
x plate number
zt , zh distance between the top and bottom surfaces of a shell element
and the element’s profile axis
a  average postbuckling to prebuckling stiffness ratio for the panel
a x postbuckling to prebuckling stiffness ratio for plate jc
p  value of the panel’s critical buckling load relative to the design
load
y  overall reduced stiffness ratio for the panel (estimated at the
design load)
yx reduced stiffness ratio for plate x
Ycom/a effective non-negative reduced stiffness ratio for plate x
Ytenx effective tensile reduced stiffness ration for plate j c , which is
always equal to 1 .
5* extra pre-buckling stiffness
sinc strain increment
sdesign strain at design load
scr strain at the critical buckling load p cr
£  distance of movement
77 convergence criterion
k  ratio between the required step and the predicted step in the
load convergence acceleration
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Notation
X half-wavelength of buckling response
X1, X2, r buckling parameters required for ratio-specification in VIP ASA
models
parameter in VICON affecting the coupling of half- 
wavelengths X
£,1 , , £,jnc buckling parameters required for VICON models
p  density
ct, a ' stress values
<7 j, a 2 , cr3 principal direct stresses in an orthotropic material
cr^ constant axial stress in a shell element
critical buckling stress 
G t , G b maximum stress at the top and bottom surfaces of an element
G*jiex, Gflex bending stress at the top and bottom of an element
, GjJ1 shear stresses in die top and bottom surfaces of an element
Gy yield stress
r12, T23 , r31 principal shear stresses in an orthotropic material
q> time required for all the VICONOPT MLOP processes in each
design and analysis cycle 
ip rotation amplitude
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Chapter 1- Introduction
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 GENERAL BACKGROUND
An aircraft is one of most complex manmade flying systems, and as such requires 
strict and meticulous design and manufacture. Aircraft design and manufacturing is 
always responding to the most recent scientific and technological developments.
Design of an aircraft is a complex task. A successful design may take more than a 
decade to complete. As for most engineering designs, die design process takes place 
in three stages, conceptual design, preliminaiy design and detailed design as shown in 
Figure 1.1.
Conceptual Design
Preliminary Design
Detailed Design
Manufacturing Procedures
Figure 1.1 The conceptual design period including aircraft design.
In the concept design period, the overall design concept will be defined and one or 
more possible candidate designs selected for the next step. The aim of the preliminary 
design stage is to investigate the best complete design concept for the whole aircraft 
based on multidisciplinary considerations. This requires development and analysis of 
the selected draft design. Large numbers of design cases are tested and analysed 
during this period. In modem aircraft design, computer software is commonly used to 
carry out this analysis, so increasing efficiency, reducing human workload and 
therefore saving money. In die final stage, the detailed design stage, the design of
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each component of the aircraft is completed. Detailed drawings of the whole structure 
and its components are prepared for manufacture. Detailed design therefore is also 
called manufacturing or engineering design.
B
Figure 1.2 The Airbus modem commercial aircraft.
Structural design is one of the major parts of aircraft design. One of the most 
important objectives of aircraft structural design is minimising weight. In recent years, 
the overall configuration of commercial aircraft has been almost standardized without 
major differences between aircraft (Figure 1.2). Modem design increasingly utilises 
high performance materials, such as carbon-fibre reinforced composites. When 
combined with efficient analysis and optimisation tools, these can lead to significantly 
increased stiffness, strength and reliability, while reducing the weight of structural 
components and systems.
The optimisation of aerospace structures is a very complex problem, due to the 
hundreds of design variables a multidisciplinary optimisation may contain, so that 
multilevel optimisation is required. The research presented in this thesis is based on 
the development of the software VICONOPT MLO which is a multilevel optimisation 
interface between the well established analysis and design software packages 
VICONOPT (Williams et al., 1991) and MSC/NASTRAN (MSC/Software, 1999a).
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The software developed is called VICONOPT MLOP which in comparison to its 
previous version not only takes postbuckling effects into account but also provides 
improved design convergence and manual and computational input/output data 
systems. The work, in particular the wing geometry for the case study described in 
Chapter 6  is based on recommendations made by GARTEUR (Group for Aeronautical 
Research and Technology in Europe) (GARTEUR, 1997a-c).
1.2 SCOPE OF THESIS
This thesis presents the recent developments to the multilevel optimisation software 
VICONOPT MLO, which allow for postbuckling behaviour, using analysis based on 
the Wittrick-Williams algorithm. The software developed is VICONOPT MLOP. A 
case study is conducted into the multilevel optimisation of a composite aircraft wing, 
to demonstrate the capabilities of VICONOPT MLOP and identify areas for future 
studies.
The thesis has been structured into seven chapters. Following the introduction and the 
literature review in this chapter, Chapter 2 describes the theoretical background of the 
research, which includes the general analysis method, buckling and postbuckling 
behaviour and optimisation. An introduction to the optimisation procedures used by 
VICONOPT is also presented in this chapter.
Chapter 3 describes some of the main features of VICONOPT and VICONOPT MLO. 
The general theoretical background of VICONOPT is presented first, followed by an 
introduction of the two types of analysis possible, VIPASA and VICON. A brief 
overview of VICONOPT design and postbuckling analysis features is also included. 
Concerning VICONOPT MLO, an introduction is given followed by the key 
underlying theory and concepts.
Chapter 4 presents the theory underlying VICONOPT MLOP. An introduction to the 
design philosophy required to incorporate postbuckling reserve into the design of 
complex structures is given at the beginning of this chapter, followed by a description 
of the detailed theories developed for the software.
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Chapter 5 introduces the postbuckling optimisation procedures of VICONOPT MLOP. 
The main procedures for setting up a multilevel postbuckling optimisation problem 
and the process carried out by the software are outlined.
Chapter 6  presents a case study of a composite aircraft wing which was carried out to 
prove the capabilities of VICONOPT MLOP as a tool for multilevel optimisation. A 
series of results from the case study are provided and discussed.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the work carried out to date and gives detailed 
recommendations for future work.
The postbuckling optimisation procedures of VICONOPT MLOP have been 
published in two conference papers, Qu et al. (2008, 2009). Qu et al. (2009) also 
contains details of the case study with the first stage results. More detailed results of 
the case study can be found in Qu et al. (2010). A journal paper Qu et a l (2011) 
which including full details of theory and the case study results has recently been 
accepted for publication.
When reading this thesis, it is veiy important to note the following definitions.
1. Plate: A single piece of thin-walled structure. Usually the smallest construction 
unit of the whole structure.
2. Panel: A component which while forming part of the whole structure, may contain 
one or more plates. In the software described in this thesis, the user is allowed to 
define the content of a panel under some restrictions.
3. CONMIN cycles: The cycles carried out by the programming optimiser CONMIN 
in VICONOPT.
4. Sizing cycles: The cycles carried out by VICONOPT to define the new design.
5. Analysis cycles: The cycles in VICONOPT MLOP, which involve postbuckling 
analysis only with no design taking place. These cycles provide updated
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information on reduced stiffness after each cycle. The geometry of the model is 
kept the same.
6. Design cycles: The cycles in both VICONOPT MLO and VCIONOPT MLOP 
during which design is carried out and die geometry of the model (the thickness of 
each plate) is changed. In VICONOPT MLOP, a design cycle contains a number 
of analysis cycles.
All these cycles mentioned above will be explained in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4.
1.3 REVIEW  OF PREVIOUS WORK
1.3.1 Review of Postbuckling
The review presented here is concerned with the postbuckling of plates, sections and 
stiffened panels which is considered relevant to the research described in this thesis. 
During the last 60 years, a number of ways of determining the buckling behaviour of 
plates have been devised. With increases in computational power, many of these 
methods can be solved using computational calculations where human hand 
calculation is infeasible. The Finite Element Method (FEM) is one of the most widely 
used methods. Other related methods include the Finite Strip Method and the ‘Exact’ 
Strip Method. Further details of these methods will be given in Chapter 2.
There are many books and survey papers in the literature which provide a good 
overview of issues relating to the analysis of plates in both the buckling and 
postbuckling regimes. A good overview of the buckling and postbuckling behaviour 
of plates is given by Turvey and Marshall (1995) and Hutchinson and Koiter (1970). 
A useful historical review regarding the development of the theory of postbuckling 
behaviour is given by Gioncu (1994).
Even though the buckling behaviour of thin walled structures, e.g. plates and shells, is 
well understood, the prediction of postbuckling behaviour of these structures still
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provides many opportunities for improved understanding and has therefore been the 
focus of much academic research recently.
Wagner (1931) was one of the first to investigate the postbuckling problem, looking 
specifically at the shear buckling behaviour of plates. He established the experimental 
capacities of such field theory, to explain the capacity of a plate to carry shear loads 
well into the post-buckling region.
The postbuckling analysis of plates in compression was first investigated by Von 
Karman (1932). He developed the concept of effective width, which models the re­
distribution of initially uniform stresses within the plate, once buckling has occurred, 
enabling plates to take loads which considerably exceed their critical buckling loads. 
In the 1940’s, numbers of authors presented their research on this new field, such as 
Koiter (1967) and Von Karman and Tsien (1941). Experimental observations of 
postbuckled plates have been used to develop theories and methods for analytical 
work.
Extensive research has been carried out regarding the local postbuckling of plates 
which was first investigated by Graves-Smith and Sridharan (1978). This research 
gives a solution to the postbuckling analysis of stiffened panels. The finite strip 
method was used to investigate the local postbuckling of plates by Dawe et al. (1993). 
An introduction to postbuckling analysis for a wide range of geometries and analytical 
solution methods is given by Powell (1997).
Recently, more and more research work has been done, in order to bring the 
postbuckling range into the industrial design guidelines. The GARTEUR (Group for 
Aeronautical Research and Technology in Europe) which was involved in 
collaborative research of multilevel optimisation of aircraft wing design during the 
1990s published a final technical report AG-25 (van Houten and Zdunek, 2004) on the 
buckling postbuckling and collapse research work on aerospace structures and gave 
recommendations based on three benchmark tests carried out by Airbus France, 
SAAB and DLR separately. A POSICOSS (Improved POstbuckling Simulation for 
Design of Fibre Composite Stiffened Fuelage Stuctures) project was carried out 
based on the GARTEUR recommentdations to provide an improved, fast and reliable
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approach for postbucking analysis and design of fibre composite stiffened panels and 
design guidelines based on experimental data (Zimmermann and Rolfes, 2006). The 
COCOMAT (Improved MATerial Exploitation at Safe Design of COmposite 
Airframe Structures by Accurate Simulation of COllapse) project followed up the 
POSICOSS project by simulating future design scenario on real aircraft structures, 
and improving the experimental data based design guidelines (Degenhardt et al., 
2006).
1.3.2 Review of VICONOPT
VICONOPT (VIPASA with CONstraints and OPTimisation) is a FORTRAN 77 
computer program with approximately 50000 lines of coding which incorporates the 
earlier programs VIPASA (Vibration and Instability of Plate Assemblies including 
Shear and Anisotropy) (Wittrick and Williams, 1974) and VICON (Anderson et al., 
1976). It covers prismatic assemblies of anisotropic plates which can carry any 
combination of longitudinally invariant in-plane stresses (Powell, 1997). An 
introduction to the software and its underlying theory will be provided in Chapter 3.
VICONOPT was first presented by Butler and Williams (1990) and Williams et al
(1990). In 1993 a further release (Williams et al., 1993) provided a considerably more 
sophisticated buckling analysis capability and also included material strength 
constraints, bending and pressure loading, approximations for curved and tapered 
members and allowance for the effects of transverse shear deformation. Finally, in the 
spring of 1996 a new release was made available (Williams et al., 1996) which 
included new features such as multilevel substructuring with constraints and a 
preliminary form of the local postbuckling analysis described in this thesis, as well as 
cost optimisation, simultaneous analysis and/or design of multiple structures, the 
ability to study wave propagation along the plate assembly and the ability to attach 
three-dimensional supporting frames.
The design capability of VICONOPT is based on the gradient based optimiser 
CONMIN (Vanderplaats, 1973). CONMIN is based on the method of feasible 
directions developed by Vanderplaats and Moses (1973). In the research presented in
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this thesis, VICONOPT (including CONMIN) is essentially used as a ‘black-box’ 
style module. For completeness a brief introduction to the method of feasible 
directions will be presented in Chapter 2.
More recently, VICONOPT was extended to enable postbuckling analysis (Powell et 
al., 1998). The method is based on a geometrically non-linear analysis for perfect or 
imperfect longitudinally compressed prismatic plate assemblies. Beyond the critical 
buckling load, the ratio of postbuckling to prebuckling axial stiffness is found by an 
iterative procedure, which establishes the relationship between the applied load and 
the longitudinal end shortening strain. The stabilizing effect of transverse tension, 
developed in the central portion of the plate when its longitudinal edges remain 
straight, has also been incorporated into the analysis to improve its overall accuracy. 
Another method for postbuckling analysis, given by Anderson and Kennedy (2008), is 
based on Newton iterations to give accurate convergence on the critical buckling load 
and associated mode. The work presented in this thesis is based on this method, 
therefore more information no this method will be given in Chapter 3. Currently, this 
method is under further development by Che et a l (2010), in order to improve the 
accuracy of mode shapes and stress distributions in die postbuckling analysis. A good 
review regarding the recent developments of VICONOPT incorporating postbuckling 
behaviour is given by Kennedy et a l (2007).
1.3.3 Review of Optimisation
Optimisation techniques are used in a whole range of disciplines e.g. mathematics, 
computer and natural sciences, economics etc. Various optimisation methods have 
evolved over the years, some of which are better suited for structural engineering 
applications than others. There are two main types of optimisation problems: 
unconstrained and constrained. A good introduction to both of these types of problems 
and the methods used is given by Cooper and Steinberg (1970) and Hafika and Gurdal
(1991). Arora (1997) gives a good introduction to the structural optimisation of a 
number of design models in different engineering areas.
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One of the most commonly used methods for both unconstrained and constrained 
problems is stochastic optimisation. Some of the well-established stochastic methods 
are Dynamic Relaxation (Day, 1965), Simulated Annealing (Aarts and Korst, 1989), 
Tabu Search (Glover, 1989, 1990), Genetic Algorithms (Goldberg, 1989), Differential 
Evolution (Stom and Price, 1997), Particle Swarm Optimisation (Eberhart and 
Kennedy, 1995) and so on.
For unconstrained optimisation problems, direct search and gradient based methods 
can be used. Some of the best known direct search methods are the Pattern Search 
Method (Hooke and Jeeves, 1961), Nelder-Mead’s Sequential Simplex Method 
(Nelder and Mead, 1965), Random Search Methods (Rao, 1984; Vanderplaats, 1984), 
and Powell’s Conjugate Directions Method (Powell, 1964). Some of the most widely 
used gradient based methods are the Method of Steepest Descent (Kirsch, 1993), 
Fletcher-Reeves’ Conjugate Gradient Method (Fletcher and Reeves, 1964), the 
Newton Method (Kirsch, 1993), and the Variable Metric Method (Davidon, 1959; 
Fletcher and Powell, 1963). Some of these methods can also be used to solve 
constrained optimisation problems (Parkinson and Hutchinson, 1972).
In the field of engineering, most of the optimisation design problems are constrained 
optimisation problems. Among the numerous methods developed to solve constrained 
optimisation problems are Linear Programming and Nonlinear Programming 
techniques. Linear Programming is perhaps the widest and most general optimisation 
method. A detailed introduction to the method has been provided by Dantzig (1963), 
Gass (1969) and Hadley (1962).
Although Linear Programming is the widest used optimisation method, most real life 
optimisation problems are nonlinear. A detailed introduction to constrained 
optimisation has been provided by Leunberger (1984) and Gill et a l (1981). Two of 
the most common Nonlinear Programming methods are the Feasible Directions 
Method and Sequential Linear Programming (Griffith and Stewart, 1961; Kirsch, 
1993). Gradient Methods can also solve Nonlinear Programming problems when 
some local linear assumptions are made.
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1.3.4 Previous Work on Multilevel Optimisation
In the 1970s, a multilevel approach was used in the design of wing and fuselage 
structures (Giles, 1971; Sobieszczanski and Leondorf, 1972). Further work 
investigated the use of techniques such as multilevel decomposition (Sobieszczanski- 
Sobieski et al., 1983), generalized multilevel optimisation (Sobieszczanski-Sobieski et 
al., 1987), and response surface methodology (Ragon et al., 1997).
In Europe, the GARTEUR (Group for Aeronautical Research and Technology in 
Europe) mentioned previously was involved in collaborative research of multilevel 
optimisation of aircraft wing design. This group defined a two level optimisation 
framework operating either at an overall system level or a more detailed panel level. 
A summary of the work, results and recommendations of the GARTEUR Action 
Group has been published in a three volume report (GARTEUR, 1997a,b,c). More 
recently, the GARTEUR group presented a report (Arendsen, 2001) on Multi­
disciplinary wing optimisation which gives the results of their research on six 
different aspect wings in an overall optimum including structure, aero-elastic and 
aero-dynamics.
At Cardiff University, VICONOPT MLO (Fischer, 2002) has been developed as a 
multilevel optimisation interface between the well-established analysis and design 
software package VICONOPT (Williams et al., 1991) and MSC/NASTRAN 
(MSC/Software, 1999). VICONOPT MLO is a 150MB Visual C++ program, which 
aims to provide an efficient solution for the optimisation of typical aerospace 
structures, such as aircraft wings. The software was first established by Fischer et al. 
(2002a,b), and the development of this software to incorporate postbuckling effects is 
presented in this thesis.
In addition to providing an interface for multilevel optimisation, VICONOPT MLO 
can be used as a pre-processor for VICONOPT, avoiding the need for text input files 
to be generated manually. Models can be assembled, analysed and optimised much 
more quickly and efficiently. These can be generated in two ways, being built either 
directly using VICONOPT MLO or assembled from MSC/NASTRAN data.
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Figure 1.3 Multilevel nature of the optimisation procedure for an aircraft wing
(Fischer et al., 2002b).
The multilevel optimisation process is of an iterative nature, and based on the 
interaction between the models at the MSC/NASTRAN and VICONOPT levels. 
Corresponding to the GARTEUR definitions, these two levels are referred to as 
system level and panel level, respectively as shown in Figure 1.3.
1 .3 .5  P r e v io u s  W o r k  o n  O p t im is a t io n  I n c lu d in g  P o s tb u c k l in g  E f fe c t s
Most recently, attention has been paid to the optimisation of composite panels/plates 
considering postbuckling behaviour. During the last decade, the most commonly used 
method for optimisation considering postbuckling is Genetic Algorithms. A number 
of researches (Faggiani and Falzon, 2007; Sun et a l , 2010; Wu et al, 2010) were 
carried out to underline their advantages, which include their ability to directly 
consider integer variables such as the number and the orientation of the layers of the 
skin and stiffeners, as well as the number of stiffeners (Lanzi and Giavotto, 2006). 
However, Genetic Algorithms are population based methods which require large 
numbers of evaluations of the objective functions and constraints before reaching
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convergence, i.e. they are computational expensive. For example, the research carried 
out by Faggiani and Falzon (2007), which used a Genetic Algorithm in combination 
with a multilevel Finite Element modeling approach to minimise the debonding 
damage between the skin and the stiffeners of an I-stiffened panel, required 720 Finite 
Element analyses.
In order to reduce the computational cost, a number of approximation strategies have 
been evaluated for the optimisation procedures. For examples, Bisagni and Lanzi 
(2002) used neural networks as a global approximation method to incorporate pre­
buckling stiffness, buckling and collapse loads into a minimum weight optimisation 
procedure. Diaconu and Weaver (2005) carried out an optimisation using an 
approximate solution in conjunction with the Galerkin method for the postbuckling of 
infinitely long laminated composite plates. Lanzi and Giavotto (2006) compared 
Neural Networks with two other global approximation methods i.e. Radial Basis 
Functions and Kriging approximation, in combination with a multi-objective Genetic 
Algorithm for the optimisation of a composite stiffened panel, in order to obtain a 
good compromise between minimal mass and maximal buckling or collapse load. The 
number of stiffeners and their dimensions, as well as the lay-ups which are used to 
describe the stacking sequences of the skin and stiffeners, were used as design 
variables. Wu et al. (2010) carried out an optimisation of a composite advanced grid- 
stiffened cylinder using an adaptive approximation-based optimisation procedure. The 
number, thickness and height of stiffeners were used as design variables. Irisarri et al. 
(2011) investigated a multi-objective optimisation methodology for composite 
stiffened panels to maximise an objective function defined in terms of the 
approximations of the critical buckling load and ultimate collapse or failure loads, by 
optimising the stacking sequences of the skin and the stiffeners of the panel.
Instead of looking into approximation strategies to reduce computational cost, a very 
limited number of researches focus on the development of new optimisation methods 
to design structures incorporating postbuckling. Fares et al. (2005, 2006) presented an 
integrated approach to solve a non-linear multi-objective optimisation problem for 
composite laminated plates, in order to minimise the postbuckling dynamic response 
and maximise the buckling load. The layer thicknesses and fibre orientations were 
taken as design variables. Lillico et al. (2000) performed a minimum weight
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optimisation using VICONOPT to take into account the buckling and maximum 
strength considerations. The results obtained by VICONOPT were then verified using 
ABAQUS (ABAQUS, 1998). Liu et al. (2006) evaluated a bilevel optimisation 
strategy using VICONOPT by the design of a relatively short Z stiffened panel and a 
long wing cover panel.
In order to ensure that postbuckling optimisation results are close to real life scenarios, 
researches need to be carried out on more realistic and complex structures, i.e. 
comprising more than just a single plate or panel as described above. In this case, it is 
important to note that any changes made to a component plate/panel also affect the 
load carrying capacity elsewhere in the structure, and therefore a multilevel 
optimisation process is needed to iterate on an optimum design of the whole structure. 
The research presented in this thesis aims to develop a recently devised multilevel 
optimisation method (Fischer et al., 2002a, b), which is based on an iterative approach 
using VICONOPT to obtain minimum mass designs for each component panel in 
conjunction with Finite Element static analysis of the whole structure, subjected to 
loads which cause parts of the structure to exhibit postbuckling behaviour. In this 
thesis, an indication is given of the computational benefits of the proposed method 
compared with a single level optimisation using only Finite Element analysis. It is 
shown that the use of VICONOPT gives computational savings over Finite Element 
analysis, demonstrating the efficiency of the new multilevel optimisation method 
when dealing with complex structures, such as an aircraft wing.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
2.1 GENERAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS
2.1.1 The Finite Element Method
Over the last 60 years numerous ways of determining the buckling and postbuckling 
behaviour of plates and plate assemblies have been developed. Nowadays, the Finite 
Element Method (FEM) is the most commonly used numerical method. Although an 
apparently complex technique, the fundamental principles are relatively 
straightforward.
Ekmoifc
Figure 2.1 Finite Element Method (Mohsin et al., 2008).
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As shown in Figure 2.1, the FEM solves problems by dividing large complex 
structures into a collection of discrete portions which are known as finite elements 
These finite elements are joined together by shared nodes to create a mesh to cover 
the whole structure. For example, in stress analysis of a structure, instead of 
calculating the stress for the whole structure directly, FEM determines the 
displacements of each node first. The stresses and strains of each element can then be 
calculated as functions of the displacements. Some boundary conditions can be 
applied to avoid unlimited rigid body motion.
The accuracy of the method depends upon the complexity of the model and is not 
‘exact’. The finite element method does however give good results for a large number 
of problems including those with transverse shear deformation (Rock and Hinton, 
1976) and a better accuracy can be achieved by using a finer mesh. However, the 
problem that does exist with the finite element method is that it is computationally 
expensive in comparison with other techniques, especially for structures having 
regular geometric plans and simple boundary conditions, e.g. aircraft wings and 
fuselages, bridge decks and ship hulls where a number of simpler alternative schemes 
are possible.
For more introduction to the finite element method in general, the reader is referred to 
Henwood and Bonet (1996), and Zienkiewicz (2000).
NASTRAN (NAsa STRuctural ANalysis) is one of the best known and widely used 
commercially available finite element structural analysis computer programs, and was 
originally developed for NASA in the late 1960s by The MacNeal-Schwendler 
Corporation (MSC). Written primarily in FORTRAN it contains over one million 
lines of code. NASTRAN is compatible with a large variety of computers and 
operating systems ranging from small workstations to the largest supercomputers. 
Presently, the NASTRAN source code is integrated in a number of different software 
packages, which are distributed by a range of companies (MSC/Software, 1999a). 
More valuable references about MSC/NASTRAN can be found at 
http:Wwww.mscsoftware.com.
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2.1.2 The Finite Strip Method
The finite strip method represents a modification of the finite element method, and 
was introduced initially in the solution of static plate bending problems by Cheung 
(1968). Structures are divided into a number of strips, each having a constant 
thickness and width (Figure 2.2). A simple displacement function is required along 
the length of the strip, e.g. sinusoidal variation.
In comparison with the finite element method, the advantage of the finite strip method 
is that the order and bandwidth of the matrix to be solved are considerably reduced, 
thus making it more computationally efficient. However, the finite element method is 
still the best choice, when dealing with irregular structures which can not be easily 
divided into strips.
finite stripfinite element
Figure 2.2 Finite Element and Finite Strip
2.2 BUCKLING AND POSTBUCKLING
2.2.1 Buckling
When a structure is carrying compressive loads, it may develop relatively large 
displacements under certain critical loading conditions, and then it is said to buckle at 
these critical loads (Case et al., 1997).
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Figure 2.3 (a) Stable, (b) neutral and (c) unstable equilibrium (Kennedy, 2006a).
If the compressive loads are small, there are no lateral displacements, and the 
structure is in stable equilibrium. If the loads are increased which cause large lateral 
displacements, the structure is in unstable equilibrium. The point at which the lateral 
displacements first occur is called neutral equilibrium. The compressive load at this 
point is called the critical buckling load (Figure 2.3).
2.2.2 Postbuckling
When the structure has become unstable, it can often still carry loads far in excess of 
the critical buckling loads of its component plates before overall collapse occurs, a 
phenomenon known as postbuckling (Von Karman, 1932).
Although the buckling behaviour of thin walled structures such as plates and shells 
under a number of commonly experienced loading conditions is well understood, 
postbuckling behaviour has only fairly recently been given increased consideration. 
The postbuckling behaviour of plates in compression was first investigated by Von 
Karman (1932). He developed the concept of effective width, which models the 
redistribution of initially uniform stresses within a plate, once buckling has occurred 
as shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Concept of effective width (Kennedy, 2006b).
Following the buckling of a flat plate under compression, its central region deforms 
and barely participates in carrying any further loading. The edge regions near the 
supports however, remain almost straight and can continue to resist increasing loads. 
This leads to a non-uniform stress distribution across the width of the plate. Von 
Karman considered the edges of such a plate to act together as a single plate of width 
be to carry the stresses applied. The ultimate stress distribution in a simply supported 
plate of width b could then be replaced by a simplified distribution in which the 
central portion of the plate is ignored. The remaining effective width be carries all the
load, with failure occurring when the critical buckling stress <Jcr of this notional plate
reaches the yield stress a y (Figure 2.4). Instead of considering the effective width of
the plate, other related geometric properties of plate can also be made effective, e.g. 
cross-sectional areas.
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Stress
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Buckling point
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Figure 2.5 Effective Young’s modulus
Alternatively, since the stiffness of a structure is very much governed by the Young’s 
modulus, values of the Young’s modulus E in the postbuckling region can also be 
made effective. As shown in Figure 2.5, before the initial buckling point is reached 
Hooke’s law applies, and therefore the gradient of the stress-strain curve is defined by 
Young’s modulus. After the initial buckling point, the stress-strain gradient is reduced 
to give an effective value of Young’s modulus and the stress-strain relationship is no 
longer linear. The ultimate failure criterion is reached when the material finally starts 
to yield.
The mode shape of the structure gives a valuable insight into the postbuckling 
behaviour of a plate in an aerospace panel. In stiffened panel buckling problems it is 
important to find out whether the buckling mode is overall, torsional or local, as 
shown in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6(a) shows an overall mode in which the whole panel deflects laterally with a 
long wavelength, and with the stiffeners bending. Figure 2.6(b) shows a torsional 
mode in which the parts of the panel between the stiffeners buckles with an 
intermediate wavelength, and the stiffeners themselves have torsional deformations. 
Figure 2.6(c) shows a local mode in which the junctions between the stiffeners and 
panel skins remain essentially straight; but each plate of the panel deforms.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.6 Buckling modes, (a) the overall mode, (b) the tripping/torsional mode and
(c) the local mode (Powell, 1997).
If the buckling mode of the structure is a local mode, an additional load may be 
carried after initial buckling due to the postbuckling reserve of strength as described 
above. If the buckling mode of the structure is an overall mode, the postbuckling 
reserve of strength may have very limited effect. Local geometric imperfections can 
also affect postbuckling behaviour, increasing or decreasing the load-carrying 
capabilities predicted by a buckling/post-buckling analysis (Powell et al., 1998).
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2.3 OPTIMISATION
2.3.1 General
Structural optimisation can be defined as the rational finding of a structural design 
that is the best of all possible designs for a chosen objective and a given set of 
geometrical and behavioural constraints (Altair Engineering, 2000). There are many 
different types of structural optimisation techniques, which can be generally classified 
in terms of topology optimisation shape optimisation, sizing optimisation and 
material optimisation. In this section, a general introduction will be given on 
structural optimisation and the optimisation techniques used for the research described 
in this thesis.
Topology optimisation is concerned with the topology for the structure. This 
optimisation selects the number of members and voids, e.g. holes, within the structure 
to generate a conceptual design within a given design space (Sigmund, 2000). Shape 
optimisation is concerned with the geometric shape of the designed structure. The 
optimisation starts with an initial topological design and the best suitable geometric 
shape of the structure or its components is extracted based on the design loading and 
boundary conditions. Sizing optimisation is concerned with the dimensions of the 
designed structure, e.g. the length, width and thickness. If the structure is assembled 
from a number of components, the dimensions of each component need to be 
optimised based on the design loading and boundary conditions. For a modem aircraft, 
composite materials are widely used. Therefore, the thicknesses and orientations of 
each of the individual plies also need to be optimised. However, in most practical 
industrial problems, the individual ply thicknesses are fixed, and therefore instead of 
the geometry of an individual ply, the number of plies may be considered as a design 
variable. Material optimisation is concerned with the material of the structure. The 
structure is given an initial design material at the beginning and the most suitable 
material is then determined at the end by improving the initial design material or 
determining a new material.
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2.3.2 Methodology
Optimisation is a very old and important research topic in engineering, computer 
science and related fields. Optimisation is a process which is used to find the best 
solution for a problem from a range of options. This selection usually aims to find the 
minimum or maximum of a real function. In mathmatical form, this can be discribed 
as, minimise or maximise a function F(x) , where x = f a ,*2,•••,*„}, subject to 
equalities G,(x) = 0 / = ( 1 , 2 , . or inequalities Hj(x) < 0 j  = (1,2,...,^) that the 
x has to satisfy within xt < x < xu where xu and jc7 repesent upper and lower bounds 
on the design variables.
In structural optimisation, the objective function often represents the mass or overall 
cost of the structure. Design variables can be used to express geometric dimensions of 
the structure, parameters defining its topology or shape, or material properties. When 
both equality and inequality constraints are satisfied, a design is feasible, i.e. within 
the design space of possible solutions. The inequality constraints typically represent 
buckling, vibration or material strength constraints, while the equality constraints 
reflect equilibrium and compatibility requirements by linking two or more variables to 
one another. Furthermore, constraints are often specified for overall stiffnesses, 
deflections and general geometric requirements.
Various optimisation methods have evolved over the years, some of which are better 
suited to structural engineering applications than others. For unconstrained problems, 
generally direct search and gradient-based methods can be distinguished. The direct 
search methods require only objective function evaluations, and there is no need to 
determine any derivatives. For this reason, they are sometimes referred to as non­
gradient methods or zero-order methods. Gradient-based methods are usually more 
efficient than direct search methods. Some of the most widely used gradient based 
methods are the first order methods (using first derivatives of the objective functions 
and constraints) and second order methods (using first and second derivatives). Some 
of these procedures can also be used for the solution of constrained optimisation 
problems.
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Numerous methods have been developed to solve constrained optimisation problems. 
Generally, these methods can be categorized as indirect and direct. Indirect methods 
convert the constrained optimisation problem into an equivalent unconstrained 
problem, while direct methods attempt to solve the constrained optimisation problem 
as it is. Examples of indirect methods include Penalty Function Methods and the 
Augmented Lagrange Multiplier Method (Courant, 1943; Carroll, 1961; Fiacco and 
McCormick, 1968). Direct Methods include the Method of Feasible Directions, Dual 
Methods, and Reduced Gradient Methods (Vanderplaats, 1984).
2.3.2.1 The Method of Feasible Directions
The method of feasible directions is selected for the multilevel optimisation which is 
described in the following chapters. This is one of die gradient based methods which 
can deal with a series of problems with both inequality and equality constraint 
functions. This method is used in VICONOPT in the form of the optimizer CONMIN 
(Vanderplaats, 1973), which assumes the constraints are locally linear, so it is used in 
conjunction with a “stabilisation” procedure using the Wittrick -Williams algorithm.
In accordance with the mathematical meaning of optimisation problems described 
above, the optimisation problem is given in terms of an objective function F(jc), and 
equality and inequality constraint functions Gf(x) and As shown in Figure 2.7,
the objective function can be improved by the new design within the variables. The 
new design xr+1 is obtained from the previous design xr by
Xi
Figure 2.7 Move in design space between two iterations (Fischer, 2002).
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xr+1 = jcr + ^  • Sr (2.1)
where Sr is a move direction vector and £  is the distance of movement.
Sr has to point in a direction which is both a usable direction, to ensure the value of 
the objective function is decreased, and a feasible direction to ensure no constraints 
are reached, as shown in Figure 2.8.
For a usable direction, Sr has to satisfy the following condition,
VF(xr) S r < 0 (2.2)
where VF(jcr ) is the Nabla differential of the objective function F{x) with respect to 
the current design variables xr .
For a feasible direction, Sr has to satisfy the following,
VHl(xr)S r <0 i = (2.3)
Xi
usable-feasible
sector
Figure 2.8 Usable and feasible direction (Fischer, 2002).
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where V/f,.(jcr ) is the normalised analytic gradient of the constraint function //, (jcr ) 
which satisfies J/i(jcr ) = 0, and qa is the number of currently active constraints.
The move direction vector Sr is determined by a push-off factor 0 which moves the 
design away from the active constraints. A geometrical interpretation of 0 is shown
in Figure 2.9. A greater push-off factor 0 will push the direction vector Sr more 
rapidly into the feasible region, though perhaps at the expense of improving the 
objective function less rapidly. For most cases 0 = 1 will provide acceptable and 
efficient results (Moses and Onoda, 1969; Fox, 1971).
F(xr) = constant
S'. 0,»1
S'. 0i =
Figure 2.9 Effect of push-off factors 0 on direction Sr .
2.3.3 Multilevel Optimisation
In many optimisation problems, the designer is faced with the dilemma of how to 
simulate the problem at hand using a number of different models. Some models may 
be quite elaborate in their representation of the problem and hence tend to be 
computationally expensive. Other models may be far less elaborate and hence 
computationally cheaper. The computationally cheap models tend to be less accurate 
than the expensive ones. The designer uses his/her experience and understanding of
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the problem domain to switch between different models. She/he goes through a 
number of iterations until a satisfactory design is found. Designs created in such a 
fashion are not necessarily optimal and they could be improved upon, given more 
design iterations and an adequate search technique. It is hence important to develop 
techniques that make maximal use of the many models available within a limited 
computational budget. Conducting a search in such an environment where there are 
multiple models for evaluation of fitness is what is meant by the term Multilevel 
Optimisation (MLO). Suitable methods for conducting MLO may be sought using 
algorithms and techniques gleaned from natural processes, such as Evolutionary 
Algorithms, Artificial Neural Networks and Iterative Methods. Good introductions to 
these methods are given by Fogel (1994), Gurney (1997) and Kelley (1999), 
separately.
The method used in the research described in this thesis is an Iterative Method. The 
term ‘iterative method’ refers to a wide range of techniques that use successive 
approximations to obtain more accurate solutions to a linear system at each step 
(Barrett et al., 1994).
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Chapter 3 
VICONOPT and VICONOPT MLO
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides an introduction to VICONOPT and Viconopt MLO, and 
presents the underlying principles of the multilevel optimization procedure adopted.
VICONOPT (VIPASA with CONstraints and OPTimisation) is a FORTRAN program 
which incorporates two earlier programs, VIPASA (Vibration and Instability of Plate 
Assemblies including Shear and Anisotropy) (Wittrick and Williams, 1974) and 
VICON (VIpasa with CONstraints) (Anderson et al., 1983).
VICONOPT (Williams et a l, 1991; Kennedy et al., 2007) is an exact strip software 
providing a powerful tool for preliminary aircraft design which performs initial 
buckling, postbuckling and free vibration analyses of prismatic assemblies of isotropic 
and anisotropic plates, which can carry any combination of longitudinally invariant 
in-plane stresses.
VICONOPT MLO (Fischer et a l, 2002a,b; Fischer, 2002) has been developed as a 
windows interface between VICONOPT (Williams et a l, 1991; Kennedy et al., 2007) 
and the well established analysis package MSC/NASTRAN (MSC/Software, 1999a). 
This software provides an easy-to-use, fast and flexible integrated analysis and design 
environment, and allows the structural optimization of typical aerospace structures, 
such as composite aircraft wings, to be carried out as a multilevel activity.
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3.2 VICONOPT
3.2.1 General Theoretical Background
VICONOPT is a powerful structural analysis and design program which covers the 
buckling, postbuckling and free vibration analysis of prismatic assemblies of isotropic 
or anisotropic thin plates, and provides an efficient design tool in structural 
optimisation. VICONOPT can analyse many different structural cross-sections, 
including those in Figure 3.1, which can carry any combination of longitudinal, 
transverse, in-plane shear and bending loads. It calculates critical buckling loads, 
undamped natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes. A typical component 
plate and its in-plane loading are shown in Figure 3.2. The underlying theory and 
capabilities of VICONOPT will now be described.
Figure 3.1 Typical sections which VICONOPT can analyze.
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X, u
fdL,
z, w
Figure 3.2 Component plate showing in-plane loading.
3.2.1.1 The Exact Strip Method and The Wittrick-Williams Algorithm
The ‘exact’ strip method provides an alternative approach to the finite element and 
finite strip methods. This method is based on analytical solutions to the partial 
differential equations which govern the in-plane and out-of-plane deformations of the 
component plates (Kennedy et al., 2007), reducing them to ordinary differential 
equations which are solved analytically whenever possible.
The global stiffness matrix K of the overall structure is first assembled from the 
member stiffness matrices K w. The eigenvalues can then be obtained by solving
KD = 0 (3.1)
where D is the displacement amplitude vector.
The advantage of this method is that no subdivision into elements or strips is 
necessary to achieve the required accuracy, and thus the overall stiffness matrix is 
reduced to half the size at most (Powell, 1997). A disadvantage of this method over 
the finite strip method is that the elements of K are transcendental functions of the 
eigenparameter F  (which represents the load factor or frequency) and are thus highly 
non-linear (Plank and Wittrick, 1974; Cheung, 1976; Dawe, 1977). Standard linear 
eigenvalue routines cannot therefore be used to extract the buckling loads or natural
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frequencies of vibration. In order to solve this problem an iterative technique has to be 
adopted to find the values of F  at which Equation 3.1 is satisfied, which has led to 
the development of the Wittrick-Williams algorithm.
The Wittrick-Williams algorithm (Wittrick and Williams, 1971; Wittrick and 
Williams, 1973) is based on the calculation of the number of critical load factors or 
natural frequencies, commonly referred to as J ,  which lie between zero and any trial 
value of F . Any change in J  between two trial values is equal to the number of 
eigenvalues lying between these trial values.
The general form of the Wittrick-Williams algorithm is.
J  = J 0 +5{k } (3.2)
where s{k } states the number o f negative leading diagonal elements o f the upper
triangular matrix K A whch can be found from K by the usual form of Gauss 
elimination, and J0 is the value that J  would have if all freedoms corresponding to
K were fully restrained. J0 can be obtained from
(3.3)
m
where the summation is over all members m of the structure (e.g. plates in the panel), 
and Jm is the number of eigenvalues of each member exceeded by the trial value of 
F  when the member ends are clamped.
For computational efficiency, the algorithm allows the use of substructures (Powell, 
1997). A substructure’s contribution to J m is computed by prior application of
Equation 3.2 to the substructure, where K is the stiffness matrix when all points of 
attachment to the parent structure are clamped (Wittrick and Williams, 1973).
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With J  known for each trial value of F , convergence on all required eigenvalues is 
easy, for example by bisection or by simple linear or parabolic interpolation on the 
determinant of K .
3.2.1.2 VIP ASA and VICON
VIPASA (Vibration and Instability of Plate Assemblies including Shear and 
Anisotropy) is a computer program developed in 1974 at the University of 
Birmingham (Wittrick and Wiliams, 1974), and enhanced at the NASA Langley 
Research Center (Anderson et al., 1976). The main advantage of VIPASA over finite 
strip and finite element methods is its speed, due to it being based upon the exact strip 
method described in Section 3.2.1.1 above. Compared to finite element programs, e.g. 
STAGS (Structural Analysis of General Shells) (Almroth, 1978), VIPASA has proved 
to be 1000 times faster when finding the eigenvalues of a stiffened panel (Butler and 
Williams, 1992).
In a VIPASA analysis the mode shape is assumed to vary sinusoidally in the 
longitudinal direction, with displacements u, v, w and if/ as shown in Figure 3.2 and 
with half-wavelength X . The out-of-plane buckling displacement is given by
where f x is a function of y , to allow simply supported end conditions. Similar 
expressions are assumed for the in-plane displacements u and v , providing a series of 
straight nodal lines perpendicular to the londitudinal axis spaced at longitudinal 
intervals of half-wavelength X as shown in Figure 3.3.
As shown in Figure 3.3, simply supported end conditions are satisfied when the nodal 
lines are straight and perpendicular to the longitudinal direction (i.e. x-axis), all the 
plates are orthotropic and carry no shear loads, and the half-wavelength X divides 
into the panel length t  exactly. There are then no phase differences between the 
sinusoidal variations of w along the longitudinal lines at the edges, so that the
(3.4)
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solutions obtained are exact for plate assemblies of finite length £. Edge boundary 
conditions, e.g. rigid, elastic, pinned or sliding edge supports, can be defined 
explicitly by using continuous longitudinal line supports to constrain any combination 
of the four degrees of freedom (u,v,w,i//) at the nodes, i.e. the longitudinal lines 
representing the edges.
Nx
Various edge boundary 
conditions
Nodal Line
Figure 3.3 Simply supported end conditions in VIPASA analysis.
VIPASA provides exact solutions when the assumptions described above are met, but 
otherwise the results are conservative for panels which are loaded in shear or have 
anisotropic material properties, because the nodal lines are no longer straight but 
skewed. As the half-wave length X approaches the length of the panel I , VIPASA 
will provide increasingly conservative buckling loads and natural frequencies.
VICON (VIPASA with CONstraints) was developed at Cardiff University (Anderson 
et al., 1983; Williams and Anderson, 1983) to overcome the conservative nature of a 
VIPASA analysis for shear loaded and anisotropic plates. VICON (Anderson et al., 
1983) couples the VIPASA stiffness matrices for different wavelength responses 
through the use of Lagrangian Multipliers and retains the complete generality and 
capability of VIPASA, being based upon the same assumptions, loading, plate 
stiffness matrices, etc. Compared to the finite element program STAGS, VICON has 
proved to be 150 times quicker (Butler and Williams, 1992).
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Figure 3.4 Illustration of an infinitely long plate assembly with point supports [4],
(a) plan view (b) isometric view.
VICON analyses minimise the total energy of the panel subject to constraints 
representing rigid or elastic point supports. As the deflected shape of the panel is 
defined using a Fourier series involving appropriate half-wavelengths, the results 
correspond to an infinitely long panel with constraints repeating at intervals of I . The 
mode of buckling or vibration repeats n times over a interval L = M t , where M  and 
n are integers, as shown in Figure 3.4. The infinitely long plate assembly gives the 
advantage of modelling the continuity over several bays of a typical aerospace 
structure, e.g. an aircraft wing.
In order to provide the best results, an infinite series of half-wavelengths should 
ideally be used. However, in order to ensure an acceptable computational solution 
time, a finite series of half-wavelengths At are used at the expense of some loss of 
accuracy. Therefore, it is important to choose the Ai to provide satisfactory results. 
The choice of A, is governed by (Anderson et al., 1983)
(3.5)
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where i  is the length of one bay of the structure, q is a integer chosen by the user
2wand £ is a parameter given by £ = —  (0 < £ < 1). When choosing £ and q , it must
M
be ensured that the lowest buckling load can be identified for all values of £ that are 
likely to be critical for the design problem. As the mode repeats n times over M  
lengthwise bays of length I , L can be represented by
L = 2f  (3.6)
The buckling load factors and natural frequencies of vibration calculated by VICON 
are obtained in a similar way to those using VIPASA analyses, with appropriate 
extensions to the Wittrick-Williams algorithm (Williams and Anderson, 1983). A full 
derivation of the governing equations and extended stiffness matrix based on 
Lagrangian multipliers has been provided by Anderson and Williams (Anderson et a l , 
1983; Williams and Anderson, 1983).
3.2.2 VICONOPT Design Optimisation
VICONOPT has a number of design capabilities, including continuous optimisation 
(Kennedy et al., 1999), discrete optimisation (Kennedy et a l , 1999), discontinuous 
cost functions (Kennedy et al., 1999) and vibration constraints (O’Leary, 2000; 
O’Leary et a l , 2001; Kennedy et a l , 2005). This section describes the well proven 
continuous optimisation features. In a VICONOPT design problem, a range of 
different design variables (e.g. plate widths and ply thicknesses) are optimised subject 
to buckling, strength, stiffness and geometric constraints, in order to obtain the 
minimum mass.
The continuous design phase (CDP) in VICONOPT is based on the sizing strategy of 
steps 1-9 in Figure 3.5 (Kennedy et a l , 2007).
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No7. Stop CONMIN 
Cycling?
Yes
8. Stop Sizing 
Cycle?
es
End
Start
1. Initial Analysis
4. Move Limit Calculation
5. CONMIN Optimisation
6. Stabilisation
2. Initial Stabilisation
9. Final Analysis
3. Constraint and 
Sensitivity Analysis
Figure. 3.5 Panel design strategy showing the continuous design phase.
In the CDP, a range of different design variables can be specified, including plate 
widths, breadths, layer thicknesses and ply orientations. Design variables also can be 
controlled or linked to each other, in order to meet practical requirements or to reduce 
the computation time. The two main optimisation objectives are total mass 
minimization and cost reduction.
At the beginning of the design, an initial analysis (step 1) is carried out to determine 
the critical buckling load, followed by an initial stabilization (step 2) (Butler and 
Williams, 1992). Some of the design variables (i.e. layer thicknesses) are then
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factored uniformly to achieve a just stable configuration. This process is repeated after 
each use of the mathematical programming optimiser CONMIN (step 6 ) 
(Vanderplaats and Moses, 1973) during the subsequent iterative procedure, which 
consists of a number of sizing cycles.
At the beginning of each sizing cycle, a constraint and sensitivity analysis is carried 
out (Step 3) to determine the buckling load factors for the structure. The buckling 
constraints which are critical, or close to critical, for the current design are then 
calculated on the basis of the load factors. Their sensitivities (i.e. derivatives with 
respect to the design variables) are found by an efficient finite difference approach 
(Butler and Williams, 1992).
The second step of the sizing cycle is a move limit calculation (Step 4), which is also 
the start of the CONMIN cycle. In this step, appropriate lower and upper design 
variable limits are determined.
In the CONMIN optimisation (Step 5), VICONOPT linearises the non-linear 
constraints obtained form the previous step using a first order Taylor series expansion. 
An iterative procedure based on the method of feasible directions (Section 2.3.2.1) is 
also contained in this step. In accordance with the move limits determined in step 4, 
changes are made to the design variables to minimise the objective function.
After the CONMIN optimisation stage, a stabilization stage, which is similar to the 
initial stabilization stage, is carried out (Step 6 ) to verify the feasibility of the new 
design. By doing this, the design is adjusted to be just stable before the next CONMIN 
cycle. Therefore, the design convergence can be accelerated.
Once convergence has been obtained for all the CONMIN and sizing cycles (Steps 7 
and 8 ), a final VICONOPT analysis (Step 9) is carried out to verify the buckling 
results.
A subsequent discrete design phase (DDP) has been added to handle problems where 
some or all of the design variables are required to take discrete values (Kennedy et al., 
1999). This requirement is not considered in the present work.
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3.2.3 VICONOPT Postbuckling Analysis
VICONOPT has been extended to enable postbuckling analysis (Powell et al., 1998; 
Anderson and Kennedy, 2008) of prismatic panels. The method is based on a 
geometrically non-linear analysis with optional allowance for initial imperfections, 
and is currently restricted to the VIPASA form of analysis.
After critical buckling has occurred, additional load is carried under a regime in which 
the stiffiiess of the panel is reduced by differing amounts due to the re-distribution of 
stress among and within the component plates (Anderson, 1997). The ratio of 
postbuckling to prebuckling axial stiffiiess is found by an iterative procedure, which 
establishes the relationship between the applied longitudinal load and the longitudinal 
end shortening strain, while ensuring consistency of the stress distribution, 
postbuckling mode shape and amplitude. The stabilising effect of transverse tension, 
developed in the central portion of the plate when its longitudinal edges remain 
straight, has been incorporated empirically into the analysis to improve the overall 
accuracy (Powell et al., 1998). There are two methods which can be used to perform 
postbuckling analysis in VICONOPT.
The first of these methods (Powell et al., 1998) is based on the Wittrick-Williams 
algorithm. At the start of each new cycle, the mode amplitude is incremented by a 
certain amount, and an iterative procedure is performed to find the critical buckling 
load, the longitudinal strain, the postbuckling mode shape and the stress distribution 
within the structure. A disadvantage of this method is the difficulty in converging 
when analysing a problem with regularly spaced stiffeners, due to the limited 
numerical accuracy of the mode shapes, interaction between similar local modes and 
mode jumping (Watson and Kennedy, 2004).
The second method uses a Newton-based iteration scheme (Anderson and Kennedy, 
2008). Instead of using the Wittrick-Williams algorithm, this method uses Newton 
iterations to give accurate convergence on the critical buckling load and associated 
mode. At the start of each new cycle, the longitudinal and/or shear strain is 
incremented by a certain amount. Then, the total applied load, the stress distribution
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across the structure and the postbuckling mode shape and amplitude can be 
determined. The research described in this thesis is based on this method.
(b)
S tr e s s  resu ltan t
------- Location 1
------- Location 2
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------- Location 4
------- Average
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(c)
Figure 3.6 Postbuckling of a stiffened panel, (a) Panel cross-section, (b) Contour and 
isometric plots of buckling mode, (c) Normalised stress-strain plots at various 
locations in the skin and stiffeners.
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A typical example is shown in Figure 3.6 (Kennedy and Featherston, 2010). A simply 
supported square panel with four longitudinal stiffeners (Figure 3.6(a)) is loaded in 
longitudinal compression. The local mode shape of initial buckling shown in Figure 
3.6(b) is sinusoidal and has six half waves along the panel length. The plots of stress 
against strain in the postbuckling regime are based on the assumptions of no mode 
jumping and therefore constant but reduced stiffnesses in the postbuckling region are 
given in Figure 3.6(c) for various locations through the panel, showing that the 
average postbuckling stiffness of the plate is reduced by about one third of the 
prebuckling stiffness. The stiffnesses in the skin edge portions (location 1), the 
stiffener flanges (location 2) and the stiffener webs (locations 5 and 6 ) have negligible 
reduction. However, in the inter-stiffener skin portions (locations 3 and 4) where there 
is a large deflection, a large reduction in stiffness has occurred.
In postbuckling optimum design, VICONOPT carries out a postbuckling analysis on 
the panel before each sizing cycle. The in-plane stiffness of each plate is then adjusted 
by using an effective stiffness, which is obtained from the postbuckling results, e.g. 
see Figure 3.6(c). The overall longitudinal strain at the design load is predicted by 
using the average postbuckling stiffness calculated. Then, for each plate load/strain 
curves are plotted up to this level of strain, so that the effective stiffness of each plate 
can be found by calculating the secant stiffness as shown in Figure 3.7.
Load
Design load 
Buckling load
Effective
stiffness
Strain
Figure 3.7 Calculation of effective stiffness for a postbuckled plate.
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3.3 VICONOPT MLO
3.3.1 Introduction
VICONOPT MLO (Fischer et al., 2002a,b; Fischer, 2002) is a Visual C++ program 
providing a multilevel optimisation interface between VICONOPT and the finite 
element software MSC/NASTRAN (MSC/Software, 1999a) (Figure 3.8), which aims 
to provide an efficient solution for the optimisation of complex aerospace structures, 
such as aircraft wings.
Viconopt MLO not only provides an interface for multilevel optimisation, but can also 
be used as a pre-processor for VICONOPT, avoiding the need for text input files to be 
generated manually, and allowing models to be assembled, analyzed and optimized 
much more quickly and efficiently. These can be generated in two ways, being built 
either directly using VICONOPT MLO or assembled from MSC/NASTRAN data.
During a multilevel optimisation, finite element models are created using 
MSC/PATRAN (MSC/Software, 1999b) and a static analysis is performed by 
MSC/NASTRAN, at an overall or system level, e.g. for the whole wing. VICONOPT 
MLO then uses the resultant MSC/NASTRAN data (i.e. geometry, material properties, 
stress distributions, etc.) together with design variables and appropriate bounds 
defined by the user, to create VICONOPT input files for each of the structure’s 
constituent panels at panel level, e.g. the skin panels and spars. VICONOPT analyses 
and optimises each of the panels by minimising the mass subject to initial buckling 
constraints. Updated finite element model data, including ply thicknesses, are 
calculated and returned to MSC/NASTRAN by VICONOPT MLO. Further finite 
element analysis of die whole structure (system level) is carried out with the updated 
geometry to determine the new stress distributions in each panel. Each panel is now 
re-optimised. The process is repeated until a convergence criterion based on the 
overall mass of the structure is met. This criterion may either be specified by the user 
or taken as the default option of 1% of the overall mass changes; further details will 
be given in the next Chapter. Figure 3.8 illustrates this part of the multilevel
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optimisation framework which will be referred to as the design cycle in the rest of this 
thesis.
SYSTEM LEVEL VICONOPT MLO PANEL LEVEL
Interactive input 
PATRAN
Whole wing 
FE analysis 
NASTRAN.
Calculates stress 
distributions 
for each panel
VICONOPT 
optimum design for each 
panel. Saves new geometry 
information
Have panel geometries 
converged?
No
Print and plot results 
PATRAN
Yes
Key
Buckling
Figure 3.8 Multilevel framework for optimum design using VICONOPT MLO.
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3 .3 .2  M S C /N A S T R A N  M o d e l  T r a n s la t io n
MSC/NASTRAN stores all the model’s geometric and material property information 
in a .bdf file. The location of each finite element’s nodes are given within this file in 
the Grid data cards in the form of the x, y, and z-coordinates. Finite elements are 
grouped by Property cards to form plates. If a property has been assigned to a number 
of plates in a model, then all elements related to those plates will be listed in this 
Property card. An example of a typical MSC/NASTRAN Property card is shown in 
Figure 3.9.
$ Elements and Element Properties for region :Cskinl 1 User specified 
Property name
$ Composite Property Record created from P3/PATRAN composite 
material
$ record : CompositeSkinTip 
Property card ID
Ply thickness
skinlPset:
CQUAD4
QUAD
Elem ent
-45.
90.
0.
45.
YES
YES
YES
YES
\  0. J *  
©  ©
orientation
.5
.5
.25
0.
90.
-45.
(2070^ 
Element ID
ill be imported as: "pcomp.l' 
8323 8322 8509
8322 8315 8507
Stress/strain 
Output requested
8509
type Node numbers/grid ID
Figure 3.9 Typical MSC/NASTRAN Property Card
In the Property cards, material properties, ply orientation and thicknesses are stored in 
multi-dimensional arrays which allow each entry to be clearly related to a specific 
layer within a specific plate of a specific panel.
When VICONOPT MLO transfers the finite element model to VICONOPT, each of 
the panel geometries is determined on the basis of the x, y, and z-coordinates of the 
nodes within each of the component plates. VICONOPT MLO first calculates the 
length and breadth of each plate using the maximum and minimum coordinates found 
within the plate. It then selects all the nodes which are found at the edges of each plate
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from the finite element model and gives each of them a unique reference number. 
Finally all the nodes are re-numbered and those nodes which lie on the boundaries of 
adjacent plates are equivalenced. More details on node numbering are given below.
When updating the finite element model at system level after a completed panel level 
optimisation, the modified design variables can easily be included in the 
MSC/NASTRAN model, by simply replacing the relevant entries for each property 
card in the previous model.
3.3.2.1 Node Numbering For VICONOPT
As described above, once the overall panel geometry has been extracted from the 
finite element model, the nodes at the edges of each VICONOPT component plate are 
assigned a unique number. If the user specifies extra point supports (as described in 
Section 3.2.1.2) on the plates, more nodes will be added to subdivide those plates. On 
the other hand, some nodes will be deleted, due to the equivalencing process 
described above. It is therefore important to re-number all the nodes before entering 
the VICONOPT optimisation stage. This re-numbering work is done automatically by 
VICONOPT MLO when it generates new VICONOPT input files.
Figure 3.10 Node numbering of a wing-box.
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VICONOPT MLO re-numbers the nodes of each component panel according to their 
increasing global y and z-coordinates (Fischer et al., 2002a), i.e. if the nodes have the 
same y-coordinates, but different z-coordinates, the one with the lower z-coordinate is 
given preference over the node with the higher z-coordinate. An example of the final 
node numbering of a wing-box is shown in Figure 3.10.
This node re-numbering increases the efficiency of the VICONOPT analyses and 
optimisations by reducing the maximum bandwidth of the overall stiffness matrix. 
After node re-numbering, VICONOPT MLO generates the VICONOPT input files 
with these new node numbers. VICONOPT allows the geometries of the models to be 
defined using two different formats (William et al., 1991). The first uses 
CONNECTION data groups to assemble models and stores the information on the 
width of each component plate in the PLATE data groups. ALIGNMENT data groups 
are then used to specify the rotations and offsets of the plates. Alternatively, 
COORDINATE data groups are used based on the global coordinates of each of the 
nodes. The widths of each component plate are calculated automatically by 
VICONOPT during the optimisation stage.
VICONOPT MLO previously only allowed the COORDINATE data groups to be 
used, but in the currently developed version of VICONOPT MLO, the ALIGNMENT 
and CONNECTION data are also allowed. Further details will be given in the next 
chapter.
3.3.3 Load Transfer between NASTRAN and VICONOPT
In the same way as the model geometry transfer, load transfer is an important part of 
model data conversion process. During load transfer, the overall axial load and 
bending moment need to be calculated for each of the VICONOPT panel models, 
together with the transverse and shear loads in their individual component plates.
The load transfer between MSC/NASTRAN and VICONOPT is carried out according 
to the type of elements used for the finite element model at system level (Fischer et al., 
2002a). There are many types of shell elements available in MSC/NASTRAN. Each
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contains specific element properties which can affect the load distribution calculation. 
In MSC/NASTRAN, element resultant stresses are defined according to their 
individual local coordinate system. Therefore, VICONOPT MLO needs to transform 
these results into a global context for the overall structure.
In previous work and the work presented in this thesis, QUAD4 elements 
(MSC/Software, 1999a) have been used. However, the transfer procedures could be 
readily adapted for other types of element. QUAD4 elements are quadrilateral 
elements with a total of four nodes, one at each comer as shown in Figure 3.11. The 
nodes Gl -  G4 are each assigned a unique number and coordinates automatically 
according to the model's global coordinate system when generating a model using 
MSC/PATRAN. Figures 3.12 to 3.14 show the QUAD4 element force, moment and 
stress conventions separately.
z
Figure 3.11 QUAD4 element and coordinate system definition.
Vy
Gl
Figure 3.12 Force convention for plate elements.
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# G 4 G3
G in
ML
Figure 3.13 Moment convention for plate elements.
t
Figure 3.14 Stress convention for plate elements.
The locations of the nodes of the element shown in Figure 3.11 can be expressed in 
vector notation as
G,=
Six Six S3:r
Sly ►, G2 - ' S ly s  G3 = - S3y s  Ga =«
.Slz. .Six, $ 3 z , ,^4z,
(3.7)
Diagonal vectors Vj and vl can be written in terms of Gj, G2, G3 and G4 
vl = g 3 ~ g \ » v2 = g 2 ~ g 4 (3.8)
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Vectors /, j  and k  in the local x, y and z directions can then be written in terms of 
Vj and v2
/ = vj +v2 , j  -  v \- v 2 , k = i x j
and their unit vectors Iq , j 0 and can be shown as
(3.9)
h ~W Jo i v  *° W
(3.10)
The axial component of the element stress can be easily determined by 
calculating the stress at the profile axis, as shown in Figure 3.15.
Where the element has balanced material on either side of this axis, then er^ can be 
written as
V b-V t
\ z t +  zb J
z,+cr, (3.11)
"H I* —M a fiex k —
flex
Profile' f
A vi«
Figure 3.15 Typical element stress distributions.
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where at is the stress in the top surface of the element, crb is the stress on the bottom 
surface of the element, zt is the distance between the top surface and the profile axis 
and zb is the distance between the bottom surface and the profile axis. crt and ab are 
determined by MSC/NASTRAN as part of the results.
If the bending is about the mid-surface, i.e. zt =zhi then Equation 3.12 can be 
rearranged to give
<Tfc+<7, (3.12)
Once the value of is calculated, the axial force per unit width can be 
approximated as
(3-13)
where t is the thickness of the element. The values of the bending stresses at the top 
and bottom surfaces of the element, <Jljiex and c r ^ ,  can be calculated as
(Jf l e x ~ (Jt ^ax  ’ cyf l e x ~ (Jb ° o x  (3*14)
The bending moment per unit length acting on the element can be calculated as
= (3.15)
If zt = zb, Equation 3.16 can be rearranged to give
K L, = ^ ~ ~  (3.16)
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From Equation 3.14, the axial forces per unit width in the local x direction FXd and 
in the local y direction FYd , and the bending moments per unit length in the local x 
direction MXd and in the local y direction MYd can be calculated.
As described at beginning of this section, the type of element used in this research is 
QUAD4 which is a rectangular element. The total forces FXd and FYd I and
total votal
bending moments MXd \ and MYd \ acting on each of these elements can be
Uotal \total
calculated as
F*el
MXjj
total
total
= F X t,le, ,  fyJi  
= M X el , MYeL,
total
total
= FYeL,be, 
= MYjtbe,
(3.17)
where t d is the length of the element and bel is the width of the element where
Zel=\G2 ~ Gl\> bel = \G A ~ Gl\ (3.18)
The total axial forces acting on the element in the global system FXd
total
and
fy:el total and the total bending moments acting on the element in the global system
MX.el total and MYd total can be calculated as
FX.el total = K\FXel
FY.
total K \ F X >
total
total + UJ FYj,
total
total
MX.el
m y .:el
total
total
~ \hx\MXel to ta l+ J^ ° ^ M Y e l \total
-  I ^ K /L +K I ^ L
(3.19)
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where i0x, i0y, j 0x and j 0y are the components of /0 and j 0 in the x and y directions 
separately. Absolute values are used for the components of z0 and j 0, due to the signs
of the element forces not being consistent with die coordinate system, but simply 
reflecting whether an element goes into compression or into tension as shown in 
Figures 3.12 and 3.13. Therefore, the base vector may cause unwanted sign changes 
when transforming data from one coordinate system into the other.
The panel’s total longitudinal load FXpanel and bending moment MYpanel which are 
used for the VICONOPT optimisation can be calculated as
Z  FX% Z  m yS  I
P Y  _  p a n e l  t o t a l  _  p a n e l  ' t o t a l  n  ^tX  panel ~ -------77---------- > MYpanel ~ -------77---------  -20)
Nelx Nelx
where Nelx is the total number of elements along the length of the panel.
Besides the calculation of the longitudinal load and the bending moment, the shear 
forces acting on the panel’s components plates are also determined by VICONOPT 
MLO. The shear force acting on each element FXYel can be calculated as
FXYel =
( t , b \  
a *yei a xyei x/ (3.21)
where cr / is the shear stress on the top surface of the element and <r * is the shear-*>e/ ■V'el
stress on the bottom surface of the element.
The shear and transverse stress resultants for the component plates ( FXY^  and 
PYpiate) in the panel are then given by
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ZFXYd I-FTd
(3.22)
where Nelp is the total number of elements per plate and the axial forces per unit 
width in the global x direction are FX% = |/0jc| x FXlel + |y0jc| x FY^ .
The calculation of the stress resultants described above assumes that all elements have 
the same length. Otherwise, a weighted average needs to be determined.
If more than one load case is defined in the MSC/NASTRAN model, the Change Set 
facility of VICONOPT can be used to run the problem consecutively with very 
concise additions to the data of the default loading problem, and a set of Reset data
may also be involved to give different variables to each load case (Williams et al., 
1996).
new multilevel optimisation cycle is entered, as shown in Figure 3.9. After the 
VICONOPT optimisation, the design changes carried out by VICONOPT also affect 
the load carrying capacity of the overall structure at the system level, i.e. stress re­
distributions will occur.
The load transfer process described in this section needs to be repeated every time a
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Chapter 4 
VICONOPT MLOP (Multilevel 
Optimisation with Postbuckling): Theory
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter introduces the newly developed version of VICONOPT MLO, 
VICONOPT MLOP (Multilevel Optimisation with Postbuckling) which allows 
individual panels to buckle before the design load is reached (Qu et al., 2008). These 
panels continue to carry load with differing levels of reduced stiffness (Anderson and 
Kennedy, 2008). VICONOPT MLOP creates new MSC/NASTRAN data files based 
on this reduced stiffness data and iterates to converge on an appropriate load re­
distribution. Once obtained, this load distribution is used as a starting point in the 
optimisation of the constituent panels as previously described in Section 3.3.1. The 
extended multilevel optimisation framework flowchart of Figure 3.9 is shown in 
Figure 4.1. The blue lines show the new developed optimisation process which links 
VICONOPT and MSC/NASTRAN data files (shown in boxes) to include the 
postbuckling effect. All the new theories investigated for the development are 
described in this chapter. The new optimisation process will be introduced briefly in 
the following paragraphs and described in detail in Chapter 5.
The new part of the optimisation process, starting with the NASTRAN results and 
following the blue lines, is referred to as the analysis cycle. The sequence of analysis 
cycles culminating in convergence of the stress distributions, together with the 
following VICONOPT design runs and the subsequent finite element analysis for the 
new geometry, is called the design cycle. The rest of this chapter describes the 
developments made to the analysis and design procedures.
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SYSTEM LEVEL
Interactive input 
PATRAN
Whole wing 
FE analysis 
NASTRAN. 
Calculates stress 
distributions 
for each panel
No
Print and plot results 
PATRAN
VICONOPT MLO PANEL LEVEL
Have pane
distributions
*
1 Yes Key
Buckling
Postbuckling
Figure 4.1 Multi-level framework for postbuckling design
Prior to each panel level optimisation step, a VICONOPT postbuckling analysis is 
performed on the panel to determine the postbuckling stress distribution and the 
reduced stiffness of each of its component plates. These values are then used during 
the optimisation step, but it is important to note that they also affect the load carrying 
capacity of the postbuckled panel relative to the other panels. It is therefore necessary
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to repeat the MSC/NASTRAN system level static analysis until the stress distributions 
have converged in accordance with an appropriate criterion which will be explained in 
Section 4.3. Panel optimisations then proceed as before with VICONOPT calculating 
and returning the updated ply thicknesses for each panel to MSC/NASTRAN via 
VICONOPT MLOP. Further finite element analysis of the whole structure is then 
carried out to determine the new stress distributions in each panel. The whole process 
is repeated until a mass convergence criterion is met.
The optimisation problem to be solved by VICONOPT MLOP is minimising the mass 
of the whole structure, i.e. the sum of the masses of each of the individual panels 
subject to constraints on the maximum stresses that can be developed at any point in 
the structure and allowing each panel to buckle below the design load and hence 
exhibit postbuckling behaviour. The thicknesses and/or orientations of each ply of 
every plate can be used as design variables. As described in Chapter 2, the method of 
feasible directions is used in VICONOPT in the form of the optimizer CONMIN, and 
an iterative method is selected for the multilevel optimisation.
4.2 STRAIN INCREMENT CALCULATION
The method described in this section extends the VICONOPT postbuckling analysis 
method (described in Section 3.2.3), in order to ensure the calculation of postbuckling 
stiffness results proceeds up to the design load.
When determining the effective stiffness at the design load using the Newton method, 
it was in some cases found that after the pre-determined number of cycles with the 
pre-determined strain increment, the design load had not been reached. In order to 
correct this, a new strategy has been developed to adjust the strain increment sinc in 
each cycle to an appropriate value. The pre-determined strain increment is only used 
after the first cycle, to calculate the new strain s2 for the second cycle. Thereafter, the 
strain increment is calculated after each cycle by
n —i
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where £ design *s the strain at design load, et is the strain at cycle / and n is the pre­
determined number of cycles. Ideally the strain at the last cycle sn is slightly above 
£design, to ensure the value of £ design is reached during the analysis (Figure 4.2).
Load
Design load
Buckling load
,Y '  Effective
V '  1i« >! stiffness
I Sine
8- 1 Strain
Figure 4.2 Calculation of strain increment.
4.3 REDUCED STIFFNESS RATIO
The reduced stiffnesses of each panel’s component plates are calculated by 
multiplying the original stiffnesses by reduction factors called reduced stiffness ratios.
11 £
Pr
Figure 4.3 Plot of load against end shortening for a panel
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The calculation of the reduced stiffness ratio for each plate is carried out by 
VICONOPT MLOP based on information passed from the VICONOPT postbuckling
the design load; a , the average postbuckling to prebuckling stiffness ratio for the 
panel; y , the overall reduced stiffness ratio for the panel (estimated at the design load) 
and a x, the postbuckling to prebuckling stiffness ratio for plate x .
Figure 4.3 shows the load versus end shortening plot for a panel during both 
prebuckling and postbuckling, where s  is the end shortening strain due to the applied 
design load p  and scr is the end shortening strain at the critical buckling load pcr.
At the design load, it can be seen that:
—  = —  (4.2)
£ cr P r
As shown in Figure 4.4, for plate x ,  the ratio of the applied design load px to the 
critical buckling load pcrx is given by
Px _ g ' Yx _ Yx ^4 3 ^
Pcrx scr Pr
Also from Figure 4.4, the postbuckling to prebuckling stiffness ratio a x can be
written as
analysis, which includes: J3, the value of the panel’s critical buckling load relative to
(4.4)
Solving for yx,
rx = a x +(.i ~ a x ) - P r (4.5)
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Pr e.cr
Figure 4.4 Plot of load against end shortening for a plate
For the plates which do not buckle, e.g. those loaded in tension, a x is equal to 1. 
Equation 4.5 then gives yx = 1.
In real life problems, the prebuckling stiffness ratios are usually non-uniform and less 
than 1, due to imperfections, and the postbuckling to prebuckling tangent stiffness 
ratios a x are non-uniform. However, in the research presented here, the design 
calculations merely require the secant stiffness ratios yx at the design load (which is 
determined separately by MSC/NASTRAN). Details of the path taken to reach the 
design load are not taken into account in the optimisation, and so the results obtained 
by the approach described here is considered as accurate and safe to be used in 
practice.
4.4 PLATES WITH NEGATIVE REDUCED STIFFNESS
During a postbuckling analysis, some panels contain plates which experience tension, 
due to large out-of-plane deflection. These plates will have negative reduced stiffness 
ratios yx as shown in Figure 4.5, which are not recognised by MSC/NASTRAN.
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Figure 4.5 Load against end shortening for a plate with negative stiffness ratio.
In these cases, the value of design loading for each plate x is assumed to
comprise a compressive element plus a tensile one as shown in Figure 4.6, which is 
expressed by the formula
!
\jp ----
A  A  A
Pdesignx Pcompx
Figure 4.6 Schematic load distributions across a panel.
Ptenx
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Pdesignx Pcompx Ptenx (4.6)
where pcompx is the assumed compressive load and ptenx is the assumed tensile load.
they are under compression as shown in Figure 4.7, i.e. point Q replaces point R after 
postbuckling.
Therefore, in Figure 4.7, OP denotes the prebuckling path, PQ denotes the
postbuckling path and QR denotes the necessary adjustment under tensile loading, 
which is made separately. This gives
The effective non-negative reduced stiffness ratios ycompx for each plate is then given
Theoretically, an extra pre-buckling stiffness 8* is first applied to all plates to ensure
compx = ^  + 8*> 0 (4.7)
and theoretically always has
*signx (4.8)
In order to meet the condition of Equation 4.7 for all plates, the most negative reduced 
stiffness ratio y* = min yx for the whole wing is used to select 8*, giving
X
(4.9)
by
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P x
crx
tenx
crx
compx
crx
compa compx,
tenx
crx
Pdesignx
crx
Figure 4.7 Theoretical calculation for a plate with negative stiffness ratio.
compx
'compx
S
—  +  S
P y
+
f - r
P y
+
Pr ) = rx- r
i - /
P y
(4.10)
Substituting Equation 4.9 into Equation 4.7 gives
Pcompx _  Y x  Y  JJ \
Per, Pr Py
which using Equation 4.8, gives
f  * \
„ = n 1 _ Z _
Pcompx Pdesignx 1
V Y x )
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When superposing the assumed tension, the effective stiffness ratio used is
r — = 1  (4-13)
The assumed tension ptenx is applied, in order to remove the extra stiffnesses, 
resulting in
P*!2L = - d ' =1— (4.18)
P y
which using Equation 4.8, gives
Ptenx Pdesignx
/  *  ' 
Y_
U *.
(4.19)
MSC/NASTRAN is called twice to find the true design load p designx for VICONOPT, 
once for compression and once for tension.
The first time MSC/NASTRAN is called, the most negative reduced stiffness ratio for 
the whole wing y* = min yx is determined and the MSC/NASTRAN input file is
X
created using the effective non-negative reduced stiffness ratios ycompx for each plate, 
given by Equation 4.10. The applied compresive load p'compx calculated by 
MSC/NASTRAN is given by the point T in Figure 4.7, which corresponds to a
normalised strain of —  and reduced stiffness ratio ycompx. This is expressed by
^compx _  Ycompx   1 Y
Pcrx P y  P y
Y x ~ Y  _
(4.20)
Substituting Equation 4.8 into Equation 4.20 gives
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Pcompx Pdesignx
Then, from Equations 4.12 and 4.21, it can be seen that
Pcamp, = t i c m j l - f )  (4-22)
i.e. the requirement that the compressive loads p'compx calculated by MSC/NASTRAN 
are all multiplied by the positive factor (l -  y ).
MSC/NASTRAN is now called for a second time, with effective reduced stiffness 
ratios for each plate given by ytenx - 1, giving an applied tensile load p'tenx as shown
by the point S in Figure 4.7, which also corresponds to a normalised strain of — .
Pr
This is expressed by
Ptenx _  Ytenx _   ^ ^  23)
Pcrx Pr Pr
Substituting Equation 4.8 into Equation 4.23 gives
, E ^ L  (4.24)
rx
Then, from Equations 4.19 and 4.24, it can be seen that
Ptenx ~  PtenxY (4-25)
i.e. the compressive loads ptenx calculated by MSC/NASTRAN are all scaled by the 
negative factor y* to give tensile loads.
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Finally, the load calculations form Equations 4.22 and 4.25 are substituted into 
Equation 4.6 to determine the real applied design load for VICONOPT.
VICONOPT MLOP carries out this whole process automatically if any negative 
stiffnesses are found.
In practical terms, MSC/NASTRAN not only has difficulty in considering negative 
stiffnesses, but also zero stiffnesses. In order to avoid zero stiffnesses, values of S* 
are always taken to be slightly larger than those calculated from Equation 4.9.
In order to prove the accuracy of the method described above, an example of a simple 
panel is given. The panel contains three plates of uniform thickness which have the 
known variables as shown in Table 4.1. The panel has critical buckling load pcr and 
overall reduced stiffness ratio y .
Plate number 1 2 3
Reduced stiffness ratio -0.4 -0.1 0.8
Width 1 3 2
Table 4.1 The variables of a simple panel.
From the given variables, it is easy to calculate the total design load of the panel by 
hand, which is
Pdesign =((-0 .4xl)+((-0 .1)x3) + (0.8x2))X = 0.9X (4.26)
where X = .
Py
Then, calculating the total design load using the method described above, Table 4.1 
gives
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Y* -  -0.4 (4.27)
By applying Equation 4.10, the effective non-negative reduced stiffness ratios are 
given by
-0 .4 - ( -0 .4 )
=  0TcompX 1 _ (-0.4)
-0 .1  - ( -0 .4 )  3
ycompl 1 -  (-0.4) 14
yComp'S
0 .8 -(-0 .4 ) 6
1 -  (-0.4) 7
Therefore, the applied compressive loads are
3 ^ 9—  x 3 X = — X
,14 14
6 _Y 12— x 2 IX = — X
7 J 7
PcompX = (0 X l)X = OX 
Pcomp2 =
f
Pcompi
Substituting Equation 4.29 into Equation 4.22 gives
PcompX = (1 -  (-0.4)) x OX = OX 
P c o m p 2 = (l- ( -0 .4 ) )x ^ X  = 0.9X 
Pcompi = (1 -(-0 .4 ))x -! |x  = 2.4X
The total assumed compressive load of the panel is then 
Pcomp = OX + 0.9X + 2.4X = 3.3X
(4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
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Because the assumed tension stiffness ratios are all equal to 1, the applied tensile 
loads are
/>;«,i=0xi)x=x i 
Ptenl = (l X 3)X = 3X 
P'leril =(lx2)X  = 2X
Substituting Equation 4.32 into Equation 4.25 gives
(4.32)
Ptenl = (-0-4) X X = —0.4X 
Ptenl ~ (~ ®-4) x 3X = —1.2X 
Ptenl = (—0.4)x2X = -0.8X
(4.33)
Then, the total assumed tensile load of the panel is
Pten = -0.4X -1 .2 X -  0.8X = -2.4X (4.34)
The total design load of the panel calculated by adding Equations 4.31 and 4.34
together is
Pdesign = 3.3X -  2.4X = 0.9X (4.35)
The result calculated by applying the method described above (Equation 4.35) is the
same as the results calculated by hand (Equation 4.26). It is thus shown that this 
method as used in VICONOPT MLOP is accurate.
4.5 LOAD CONVERGENCE
For each analysis cycle in a design cycle after the first one, the VICONOPT 
postbuckling analysis is followed by a load convergence check.
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For panel s in analysis cycle a , the load in a particular panel is p*sa. The largest
initial panel load within the current design cycle will be recorded as p*0. The load in
the whole model will be considered as converged, only if the load in each single panel 
meets the criterion
P s.a  P s .a —l
P s , 0
<7J (4.36)
where 77 is the convergence criterion. The number of analysis cycles performed is 
strongly affected by the convergence criterion 77. In VICONOPT MLOP, rj is either 
defined by the user or a default value 0.01 is used; more information on 77 will be 
given in Chapter 5. For the case study described in Chapter 6, the convergence 
criterion 77 takes the default value 0.01.
In a multilevel postbuckling optimisation problem, each panel may take more than 
one type of loading, e.g. axial load, bending moment, shear load, etc, Each of these 
will have their own largest initial panel load p*s0. The load of the panel will be 
considered as converged, only if each type of load in this panel meets the criterion.
Once the load changes between two subsequent analysis cycles satisfy the 
convergence criterion, the postbuckling analysis process for the current design cycle 
is complete.
4.6 MASS CONVERGENCE
In contrast to the load convergence, a mass convergence check is carried out for each 
VICONOPT design run even if it is the first one. This is because the panel mass will 
change after every VICONOPT design run. The values of initial and final mass of 
each panel for the current completed design cycle can be easily found in the 
VICONOPT results files which will be described in Chapter 5.
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Two different mass convergence checks have been implemented in die new version of 
VICONOPT MLOP, a total mass convergence check and an individual mass 
convergence check. The individual mass convergence check is the default method, 
however, the user is able to switch to the total mass convergence check method if 
required. This will be covered in Chapter 5.
Assume the initial total mass of the whole structure is M 0. In any design cycle d , the 
total mass of the structure is Md, and the mass of panel s is msd .
For the total mass convergence check, the mass will be considered as converged if
Md - M d_x
Mr\
<Tj (4.37)
where rj is the convergence criterion, which is described in Chapter 4.3, and for the 
case study described in Chapter 6 takes the value 0.01.
For the individual mass convergence check, the initial mass of panel s will be 
recorded as ms 0. The mass of the structure will be considered as converged, only if 
the mass of each single panel meets the criterion
™s, o
Once the mass savings between two subsequent design cycles meet the convergence 
criterion, the whole multilevel postbuckling optimisation process is completed, and a 
final MSC/NASTRAN analysis is carried out in order to generate the final results files 
to be displayed in MSC/PATRAN. Otherwise, VICONOPT MLOP will start a new 
analysis cycle in a new design cycle with all die updated panel geometries from the 
VICONOPT design results, beginning with a new MSC/NASTRAN static analysis.
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4.7 CONVERGENCE ACCELERATION
In order to increase efficiency and reduce computational cost in VICONOPT MLOP, 
the loads calculated by MSC/NASTRAN are not used directly in VICONOPT. Instead 
load convergence acceleration takes place to calculate the loads to be used in the 
VICONOPT input files.
P a -1
\Pa+l
P a - i
J-------------------------^
a a +1 Analysis cycles a +1 Analysis cyclesa - 1 a — 1 a
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8 Load convergence acceleration, (a) oscillating convergence (0 < k  <  1)  
and (b) one-sided convergence ( k  >  1 ) .
Figure 4.8 shows two scenarios of oscillating and one-sided convergence. Suppose the 
load in a particular panel is p .  In any analysis cycle a the starting load is /?*_, and
the predicted load is pa . The expected converged result is p  which is as yet
unknown. Because the value of pa will never be equal to p , the analysis cycles still
need to converge. Therefore, the value of pa is used to estimate the value of p at the 
end of the analysis cycle, as follows. Assume
P -  />l-l l  = K{Pa ~ Pa-\ ) (4-39)
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where k  is the ratio between the required step and the predicted step. For oscillating 
convergence 0 < k  < 1 and for one-sided convergence k  > 1. It is assumed that k  will 
take the same value in the next cycle, so that
P -P a ^  = K{Pa+i-p'a) (4.40)
Eliminating p  to solve for k  gives
k  — P a P a —\
P a  +  P a - P a - \ - P a + \
(4.41)
Then the prediction p a+] is replaced by p *a+l, given by
P*a+\ =  P a  + K { P a ^  ~ p 'a ) (4-42)
In order to avoid numerical difficulties, if k  is less than 0.01 it is adjusted to 0.01; if 
k  is greater than 2 it is adjusted to 2.
This acceleration can only be used after two analysis cycles of each design cycle, 
because the calculation of k  requires two previous results. In other words, if the 
previous run is a design run, this acceleration will not be carried out.
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Chapter 5 
Multilevel Optimisation Procedure of 
VICONOPT MLOP
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes in detail the operation of the interface program VICONOPT 
MLOP, and the data input required to generate VICONOPT models for each of the 
panels. A number of improvements to the process used in VICONOPT MLO have 
been made to increase usability, e.g. the use of defaults and the ability to save models 
during input. The procedures presented in this chapter are mainly based on the current 
development and the new software VCIONOPT MLOP. However, a brief 
introduction is given on the previous functions where applicable, in order to integrate 
the procedures. More detailed information about the previous functions of 
VICONOPT MLO is given by Fischer (2002).
In order to speed up the data input process for a large model, such as a whole aircraft 
wing containing a large number of component panels, each of which requires input 
data such as postbuckling analysis parameters, stress and strain constraints and design 
variables, the Windows-based interface program VICONOPT MLOP incorporates a 
series of flash input buttons. These buttons, known as ‘Default Values’ buttons, have 
been developed to enable such data to be saved and reused for similar panels, thereby 
simplifying the manual input procedure.
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A typical window of VICONOPT MLOP, containing these ‘Default Values’ buttons, 
is shown in Figure 5.1. Following specification of the model parameters for one of the 
panels, the user can save the input data for later use by clicking the ‘Set Default 
Values’ button (Figure 5.1 [1]). When the same parameters are required for another 
panel, the user can easily import them by clicking the ‘Use Default Values’ button 
(Figure 5.1 [2]).
It should be noted that each time the user clicks the ‘Set Default Values’ button, the 
previously saved default values will be replaced. It is therefore convenient to specify 
the panels which require the same parameters consecutively, in order to minimize the 
manual input.
Allowable Stress & Strain (Constraints) *]
a
Specify Criterion for Constraints on 
Stress/S t r  tin : Use Default Values a
F7 laximum Stress Criterion
la te r ia l  (-XIAI data)
lax permitted value of 
compressive stress, siglc:
lin . permitted value of 
tensile  stress, s ig lt:
lax. permitted value of 
coapressive stress, sig2c:
lin . permitted value of 
tensile  stress, s ij2 t:
lax permitted absolute value 
of shear stress, taul2:
Already specified ALLOtABLEs;
F  laximua Strain  Criterion
|lAT8 B=1 t ] la te r ia l  (->*AI data)
1200
-1500
1-50
W
lax. permitted value of compr. 
mechanical strain, epsalc:
lin . permitted value of tensile 
mechanical strain , epsmlt:
lax. permitted value of cornpr. 
mechanical strain , epsa2c:
lin . permitted value of tensile 
aechanical strain , epsa2t:
lax. permitted absolute value 
of shear strain , aul2:
r  Isa i-fu  Criterion
la te r ia l  (~)IAT data)
lax. permitted value of 
coapressive stress, siglc:
lin . permitted value of 
tensile  stress, sig lt:
Bax permitted value of 
compressive stress, sig2c:
Bin. permitted value of 
tensile stress, sig2t:
Bax permitted absolute value 
of shear stress, taul2:
Value of parameter F12 for 
Tsai-Iu criterion:
Create Allowable
□
Set Default Values
Cancelllodify/Accept
Figure 5.1 A typical window with ‘Default Values’ options.
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Finally, in both academic and industrial situations, it may be necessary to optimise 
several times either with or without changes to the data. Allowing users to save their 
work and return to it at any time is therefore desirable. VICONOPT MLOP allows 
users to save their work at any stage of the design process to .MLOl and .ML02 files. 
The .MLOl file stores information relating to the job in text format and the .ML02 
file is a binary system file. The user can access previous jobs by reloading these two 
files. More detailed information on the saving function in VICONOPT MLO will be 
given in Section 5.2.10.
5.2 POSTBUCKLING MODEL BUILDING PROCESS
5.2.1 General
The process of creating a multilevel postbuckling optimisation model in VICONOPT 
MLOP will be described in the following sections. As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, 
VICONOPT MLO can be used to set up both conventional single level VICONOPT 
analysis and optimisation models and multilevel optimisation models. The 
‘VICONOPT’ option (Figure 5.2[2]) for conventional VICONOPT analysis and 
design has not been changed significantly during these developments, so will not be 
presented in great detail in this thesis.
In the updated VICONOPT MLOP, once a job name is defined in the text box (Figure 
5.2[1]), a new multilevel postbuckling optimisation model can be created by selecting 
the ‘VICONOPT MLO’ option (Figure 5.2[3]). Otherwise, the user can open an 
existing job with that job name by clicking the ‘Open Existing Model’ button (Figure 
5.2[4]).
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Viconopt User I  ana i l Encld i ng/F o s tbucJd i ng
in te n d s V:iconopt Design @8)
Geoaetry 4 Boundary 
Conditions
5
I i Itilevel Optinisation
loads Output
Cancel
Figure 5.2 VICONOPT MLOP main window.
5 .2 .2  M S C /N A S T R A N  M o d e l  T r a n s la t io n
After selecting the ‘Multilevel Optimisation’ option in the VICONOPT MLOP main 
window (Figure 5.2[3]), the ‘MLO Process & Procedure’ window shown in Figure
5.3 will appear. The user can then specify the MSC/NASTRAN model by providing 
the name and location of the relevant .bdf file which is the input file for the 
MSC/NASTRAN analysis, or by using a previously saved default path (Figure 5.3[1]). 
The users can click the ‘Display NASTRAN File’ button (Figure 5.3[2]) to see 
the .bdf file in WordPad format or transfer all the relevant geometric and material 
information from the finite element model which is described in Section 3.3.2 to 
VICONOPT MLOP by selecting the ‘Translate NASTRAN File’ option (Figure 
5.3[3]). VICONOPT MLOP then carries out this translation automatically.
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■  J H  Problem (process 6. p rocedure) :
S p ec ify  NASTRAN inpu t deck ( .b d f ) :
Us« D efau lt P a th 1
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D isp lay  NASTRAN F ile
1
2
1
T ran s la te  NASTRAN F ile
1
3
|
Assemble VICONOPT O ptim isa tion  Model
1
4
1
Analyse
R esu lts
OK | Cancel
Figure 5.3 VICONOPT MLOP—MLOP Process & Procedure.
5 .2 .3  A s s e m b ly  o f  G e o m e tr ic  M o d e ls
After the model properties have been translated successfully, the VICONOPT 
optimisation models can be assembled. Figure 5.4 shows the ‘Assemble VICONOPT 
Optimisation Model’ window (Figure 5.3[4]).
All the available MSC/NASTRAN groups are shown in the list box (Figure 5.4[1]). 
The user first needs to name the panel which will be assembled. This name will also 
be used as the name of the initial VICONOPT input and results files for this panel.
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Specify the individual optimisation problems for 
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Figure 5.4 ‘Assemble VICONOPT Optimisation Model’ window
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For example, the initial VICONOPT input file for spar2 (Figure 5.4[2]) will be 
spar2.dat and the results files produced by the VICONOPT analysis/design runs will 
be spar2.res (general results), spar2.ull (design results) and spar2.ul4 (postbuckling 
analysis results). After naming die panel, the user can then assemble it by selecting 
the relevant component plates and pressing the ‘Assemble Geometric Model’ button 
(Figure 5.4[3]). If the component elements of the finite element model are well 
organised, grouped and named as explained in Section 3.3.2, they will be easily 
recognised here.
Once all die panels have been assembled, the user can use the options provided 
(Figure 5.4[4]-[7]) to modify these panels as described in Section 5.2.4. The initial 
VICONOPT input files are then created by clicking the ‘Create VICONOPT Input 
Deck’ button (Figure 5.4[8j). The user can also save all the work to date (Figure 
5.4[9]) and display the VICONOPT input files for checking (Figure 5.4[10]) before 
running the optimisation.
5.2.4 Panel Parameter Specification
A series of parameters need to be specified for each VICONOPT model by clicking 
the ‘Model Parameter’ button (Figure 5.4[4]). The user first needs to select the model 
to work on from the list (Figure 5.5[1]). For a multilevel postbuckling optimisation 
problem, VICONOPT MLOP will automatically select VIP ASA for postbuckling 
analysis but the user can select either VIP AS A or VICON for design (Figure 5.5 [2]). 
However, the user still needs to define the boundary conditions, stress and strain 
constraints, buckling parameters, postbuckling parameters and output requests by 
pressing the buttons provided (Figure 5.5[3]-[7]).
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Figure 5.5 ‘Parameters’ window.
5.2.4.1 Boundary Conditions
Several different types of boundary conditions are available in VICONOPT, e.g. 
longitudinal line supports, point supports, elastic Winkler foundations, and 
connections to supporting structures. However, in VICONOPT MLOP, the user can 
only use longitudinal line supports (Figure 5.6[1 ]) and point supports (Figure 5.6[2]), 
which are described in detail in the VICONOPT Users Manual (Williams et al., 1996).
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Figure 5.6 ‘Boundary Conditions’ window.
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Figure 5.7 ‘Longitudinal Line Supports’ window.
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In the ‘Longitudinal Line Supports’ window, the user can restrain the longitudinal 
edges of each panel by combining restraints in any of the four degrees of freedom 
(Figure 5.7[1]) and defining the elastic stiffnesses per unit length for each of the 
degrees of freedom selected (Figure 5.7[2]). If no value is given for an elastic stiffness, 
an infinite stiffness, i.e. a fully restrained degree of freedom, will be applied by 
default.
In addition to line supports along the longitudinal edges of the panels, the user can 
also specify point supports at the ends of each plate (or elsewhere) by restraining any 
of the translational and rotational degrees of freedom and defining the elastic 
stiffnesses per unit length for each of the degrees of freedom selected (Figure 5.8[1]). 
In the same way as for the longitudinal line supports, a default of full restraint will be 
used if no value is given for an elastic stiffness.
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Figure 5.8 ‘Point Supports’ window.
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Each time a point support is created, the user needs to select those plates to which the 
supports are to be applied (Figure 5.8[2]) and define the repeat intervals along the 
longitudinal length (Figure 5.8[3]) which affect the panel in the way described in 
Section 3.2.1.2, as well as the number of point supports desired across each plate 
(Figure 5.8[4]) which will generate nodes automatically in the way shown in Figure 
5.9.
Point supports will be shown in the ‘Already created point supports’ list box (Figure 
5.8[5]) after creation.
Plate
Width
Figure 5.9 Point support generation example: 4-point supports across a plate. 
5.2.4.2 Stress and Strain Constraints
VICONOPT MLOP can specify material strength constraints for VICONOPT models 
in three different forms; maximum stress, maximum strain, or Tsai-Wu criterion 
(Williams et al., 1996). In the ‘Allowable Stress and Strain Constraints’ window, the 
user can select which of the three criteria is to be applied (Figure 5.10[1]).
The user can define the limits for the materials used in the model by selecting one of 
the available options from the combo box (Figure 5.10[2]), and specifying the limiting 
values of the stresses or strains. Stress/strain constraints will be shown in the ‘Already 
specified ALLOWABLES’ list box (Figure 5.10[3]) after creation.
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Figure 5.10 ‘Allowable Stress &Strain’ window.
5.2.4.3 Buckling Parameters
For multilevel postbuckling optimisation, the buckling parameters described in 
Section 3.2.1.2 for both VIPASA and VICON models have to be specified, since 
VICONOPT MLOP uses VIPASA for postbuckling analysis and VICON for design.
For VIPASA models, the axial half-wavelengths X must be chosen by the user. There 
are three different input methods which can be used. The y-specification method 
(Figure 5.11 [1 ]) defines a series of X ’s in terms of f / j \ ,  t / j „  , where t  is
the overall length of the panel, and j\ is the initial value of j , which is gradually
incremented by j inc until j n is passed. j x, j n and j inc need to be specified by the
user. The constant ratio method (Figure 5.11 [2]) can be used to define the values of X 
where successive values of X are obtained by multiplying by the ratio r until the limit
X2 has been passed, where Xx is the initial value of X . Finally, the list method allows
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the users simply to specify a list of k  values to be considered by the VIPASA 
analysis (Figure 5.11 [3]).
For VICON models, the user needs to specify the values of Xil, Xi2 and Xilnc 
(Figure 5.11 [4]). £ takes the initial value Xil, and is incremented by Xilnc until the
limit Xi2 is passed. Axial half-wavelengths X are then determined according to the 
procedure described in Section 3.2.1.2.
The user also needs to specify the number of eigenvalues required (normally 1), 
which is used when writing the VICONOPT input files. This can be done by clicking 
on the appropriate number provided at the bottom of the ‘Buckling Parameters’ 
window (Figure 5.11 [5]).
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Figure 5.11 ‘Buckling Parameters’ window.
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If one of the ‘FAST’ options (Figure 5.11 [6]) has been selected, a single line of input 
will be displayed in each of the VICONOPT input files to reduce the length of the 
overall computation. By selecting the ‘FAST 1’ option, VICONOPT will find the 
lowest eigenvalue for each value of X in a VIPASA analysis, and for each value of £
in a VICON analysis. By selecting the ‘FAST 2’ option, VICONOPT will find the 
lowest eigenvalue for each change set in the problem. By selecting the ‘FAST 3’ 
option, VICONOPT will find the lowest eigenvalue for the whole problem, i.e. the 
lowest over all the change sets. In a multilevel postbuckling optimisation, change sets 
are not used, so selection of either option ‘FAST 2’ or ‘FAST 3’ will have the same 
effect in VICONOPT. It is necessary to be aware that, in VICONOPT design 
problems, the ‘FAST’ options only affect the initial and final analyses, and have no 
effect on the intermediate eigenvalue calculations during the sizing process defined in 
Section 3.2.2.1.
In a similar way to the ‘FAST’ options, once any of the ‘PFAST’ options (Figure 
5.11 [7]) has been selected, a single line of input will be displayed in each of the 
VICONOPT input files to reduce the amount of printed and graphical output. By 
selecting the ‘PFAST 1 ’ option, VICONOPT will obtain and print or plot the mode of 
the lowest eigenvalue found for each value of X in a VIPASA analysis, and for each
value of £ in a VICON analysis. By selecting the ‘PFAST 2’ option, VICONOPT
will obtain and print or plot the mode of the lowest eigenvalue for each change set. By 
selecting the ‘PFAST 3’ option, VICONOPT will obtain and print or plot the mode of 
the lowest eigenvalue for the whole problem, i.e. the lowest for any change set. Both 
‘PFAST 2’ and ‘PFAST 3’ options will have the same effect in multilevel 
postbuckling optimisation, because no change sets will be considered. It is also 
necessary to be aware that, in design problems, the ‘PFAST’ options only affect the 
final analysis, and have no effect on the initial analysis and intermediate eigenvalue 
calculations during the sizing process.
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5.2.4.4 Postbuckling Parameters
For historical reasons, there are three different postbuckling analysis methods 
available for the user to choose, denoted the SMP method, the Newton method (Mel) 
and the Newton method (latest). The user can choose one of these methods by 
clicking on the relevant button provided in the ‘Postbuckling Methods’ window 
(Figure 5.12). The present work uses only the Newton method (latest), and so detailed 
descriptions of the other options have been omitted but details are given in Powell et 
al. (1998) and Anderson and Kennedy (2008).
Postbuckling Methods
a
Viconopt Options for 
Postbuckling Analysis 
Methods:
OK !l R eset
x]
SMP Method EI
Newton Method (Mel) □I
Newton Method (latest) □I
Figure 5.12 ‘Postbuckling Methods’ window.
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Newton Method (la te st) x]
Specify n e c e s s a y  data for postbuckling
an a ly s is:
Maximum No. of cycles 
Maximum No. of iterations
20
20
Maximum im perfection am plitude 
param eter
U se Default Values
Convergence to lerance for each cycle 0.001
Bondary conditions param eter on the r~ 
longitudinal ed g es
T ransverse  tension  param eter
The strain level p aram eter to be |i  .005 
u sed  in the first cycle
The strain  increm ent p aram eter |-o.o05 
from one cycle to th e  next
Number of cycles between two plots of Ug 
the postbuckling mode
A integer of up to 5 digits, controlling fj~ 
the volum e of printed resu lts
Set Default Values Create Postbuckling Card
Create/Accept OK Cancel
Figure 5.13 ‘Latest Newton Method’ window.
In the ‘Newton Method (latest)’ window, the user needs to specify (Figure 5.13).
(i) the maximum number of cycles, i.e. strain levels, to be used in the analysis;
(ii) the maximum number of iterations permitted for convergence at each strain 
level;
(iii) the parameter to be used to specify maximum imperfection amplitude (this is 
ignored at present);
(iv) the parameter to be used to specify the strain level to be used in the first cycle;
(v) the parameter to be used to specify the strain increment from one cycle to the 
next;
(vi) the convergence tolerance for each cycle for which the recommended value is 
around 10'3;
(vii) the parameter to be used to specify boundary conditions on the longitudinal 
edges (which currently needs be set to 1, indicating free edges);
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(viii) the parameter to be used to specify transverse tension (this is ignored at 
present);
(ix) the frequency, i.e. number of cycles, at which postbuckling results will be 
printed and modes will be plotted;
(x) the control factor for the volume of printed results, which allows an integer of 
up to 5 digits (if digit 1 is present, it prints the postbuckling stiffnesses of each 
plate; if digit 2 is present, it prints the stress resultants in each plate strip; if 
digit 3 is present, it prints the postbuckling mode in tabular form; if digit 4 is 
present, it prints the strains in each plate strip; if digit 5 is present, it prints the 
end moments for each plate).
As described in Section 4.2, there is an alternative method to calculate the strain 
increment in the Latest Newton method, which is denoted by a negative sign in front 
of the increment parameter. VICONOPT MLOP users need to type this negative sign 
if they want to use the relevant method.
5.2.4.5 VICONOPT Output Requests
The ‘Output Request’ window contains a detailed overview of the available options 
and their implications. The user can control the VICONOPT results output, e.g. the 
number of results files, the amount of detail given in the results files and the type of 
graphical results generated, by selecting the provided options. The VICONOPT User 
Manual (Williams et al., 1996) gives more information about the output controls.
In multilevel postbuckling optimisation, it is essential that some of these options are 
selected, and these are those selected automatically by VICONOPT MLOP. These are 
the last option of the ‘PRINT’ group (Figure 5.14[1]), the fourth option of the ‘PLOT’ 
group (Figure 5.14[2]) and the first and the fourth options in the ‘FILE’ group (Figure 
514[3]-[4]).
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The last of option of the ‘PRINT’ group results in the mass of each configuration and 
the values of the design variables being printed at the end of each sizing cycle during 
a design cycle. This is necessary since these are used for mass convergence checking 
after the design cycle. The fourth option of the ‘PLOT’ group allows the mode shapes 
to be calculated and plotted as solid lines.
Output Request
FRUIT -
X]
f t
□
|7  The input data is  echoed exactly as i t  was entered.
The input data is echoed in an organised listin g  with 
f  discriptive headings. The fa ll data is  excluded free the 
listin g  unless the next option is  also selected.
[~ The Vail data is  echoed in the organisei
During a BESign run, the buckling and notarial strength 
r  constraints are printed at the start of each siring cycle. 
CVICOMOFT USEE IASVAL p. 24)
During a DESign run, the ness of each configuration is 
(7 printed, and the values of the design variables are printed 
at the end of each sizing cycle.
-FILE-a
□
The final values of the design variables and dependent variables 
are sent to a f i le  on FORTRAB logical unit 11. This output 
contains the coaplete LATER, PLATE, ALTCBMEHT, and COORDIIAIES 
data groups in a fore suitable for re-input to VICOBQPT.
The final values of the constraints and sensitivities are sent to 
a f ile  on FORIRAH logical unit 12.
The final values of the layer stresses and strains are sent to 
afile on FORTRAI logical unit 13.
Postbuckling stiffnesses to a file  on FORTRAR logical unit 14. 
Detailed postbuckling results to a f ile  on FORTRAH logical unit 15.
Change set r
Qreate set of Reset Data □
OK
Cancel
§et Default Selection Jfse Default Selection
Specify any plot requests as described on pp. 
113-114 in the VICOSOPT USER 1AKUAL
-PLOT —
IPLOT--------------------
[~ lo plotting requi
r -  Unde formed structure and mode shapes are plotted as solid 
lines.
r~ Unde formed structure is plotted as dashed lines, mode 
shapes as solid lines.
W lode shapes only are plotted as solid lines. 
r  lode shapes also to be printed in tabular fora._________
-ISCOI-
r So isometric or contour plots required.
|— Contour plots are nade showing the w 
deflection.
r- An isometric view of the deflected shape 
is  plotted.
|~  Both contour and isometric plots are nade.
SUNT:
AflP
17 Use default value of 1 for amplitude of the node shape.
- IGRAPH---------------------------------------------------------------------
f~ lo graphs are plotted.
A graph is  plotted of eigenvalues against lambda or xh 
r  la  repetitive analyses, this is  repeated for each value 
of g or eta.
p  In repetitive analyses, a graph is  plotted of eigenvalue 
against eta for each lambda or xi 
I— Doth the above sets of graphs are 
^  plotted.
-ISTE  ---
f  lo pertubation stress levels are calculated.
For each of the three in-plane stresses (p. 112) and for 
i— each of the two inter-laminar shear stresses, a contour 
plot is made at the layer or boundary where the maximum 
stress occurs.
For each of the three in-plane stresses and for each of 
r- the two inter-laminar shear stresses, a section plot 
through the thickness of the plate is  made at the (x,y) 
grid point where the maximum stress occurs.
[~ Both the above sets of plots are made.
r— contour plots are made at every layer or boundary and the 
section plots are made at every grid point.
Figure 5.14 ‘Output Request’ window.
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The first option in the ‘FILE’ group results in the (.u ll) file which contains all the 
geometrical results from the VICONOPT design being created, which is required 
when generating new MSC/NASTRAN input files for postbuckling analysis after 
every design run. The fourth option of the ‘FILE’ group results in the (.ul4) file being 
created, which is required when calculating the material cards for the new 
MSC/NASTRAN input files and generating new VICONOPT input files for design 
runs after the loads have converged.
P lea se  list any additional Rreset 
Data in the free text box provided 
below.
□ Creare se t  of R eset Data
Modify/Accept
NUMX=0 NUMY=0 0
□
OK I Cancel
Figure 5.15 ‘Reset Data’ window.
The user is allowed to add any reset data by clicking the ‘Create set of Reset Data’ 
button in the ‘Output request’ window (Figure 5.14[5]) and inputting additional reset 
data in the free text box provided in the left side of the ‘Reset Data’ window (Figure 
5.15[1]). All the reset data information, which already exists, will be shown in the text 
box in the right side of the window (Figure 5.15 [2]).
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5 .2 .5  D e s ig n  V a r ia b le s
Only continuous design variables can be defined for the VICONOPT models in 
VICONOPT MLOP for multilevel postbuckling optimisation. Users can specify 
design variables for both ply thicknesses and orientations. In the case study to be 
presented in Chapter 6, only ply thicknesses will be considered as design variables.
VICONOPT Design Variables
i l
Specify d e sg i variables to be used fcy 
VICONOPT at the panel level:
VICONOPT Model Component
Continuous Optimisation...
Discrete Optimisation..
Equivalencing of Plates...
sfei 3
There are 8 layers! Please select the design variables required, 
before movng on to the CoritnuousrDiscrete Optimisation Option.
la y e r 1
Layer: -1 
Layer: 3 
Layer 4
MateriaH
Material 
Hateriall 
Materiel'1
□
Cfck to use total lay-cp
O ck  to use imbalanced lajnp
F? Thickness:
r  Thickness: 
r  Thickness: 
r  TNckness:
.125
.125
.25
1.5
Pfy Orientation -45.
^Orientation: 45.
F^r Orientation: K
Cancel OK
Figure 5.16 ‘VICONOPT Design Variables’ window.
In the ‘Design Variables’ window, the user can select from a list of the VICONOPT 
models previously created (Figure 5.16[1]). The component plates of that model will 
then be displayed in the adjacent component list box (Figure 5.16[2]). When clicking 
on any of the component plates, its lay-up information will be shown in the right of 
the window, and the design variables can be defined (Figure 5.16[3]) by clicking the 
‘Continuous Optimisation’ button (Figure 5.16[4]).
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5.2.5.1 Continuous Design Variables
The ‘Continuous Optimisation’ window will display after clicking the ‘Continuous 
Optimisation’ button in the ‘Design Variables’ window. At the top of the ‘Continuous 
Optimisation’ window the current plate and layer numbers are displayed for the layer 
selected (Figure 5.17[1]). The current ply thickness (Figure 5.17[2]) and orientation 
(Figure 5.17[3]) are also shown in this window.
Continuous Optimisation *1
a
C ontinuous 
O p tim isa tio n :
P la te = l  Layer=3
Upper$7 Layer T h ickness  Lower
T hickness^  .2 5  [71 |51k  [>"5 [7]
r~ P ly  Angle
P l y  O r ie n t io n =  90. □ i —
S e t D e fa u lt V alues C rea te  new D esign V ariab le
A lready  c r e a te d  d e s ig n  v a r ia b le s :
T h ickness P la te = l  Layer=l LB=0.125 UB=1.5
□
c | For d e ta i le d  HELP, see
M odify /A ccept | ^ e r  mAHUAL, p. 99
and p. 107.
OK | Cancel
Figure 5.17 ‘Continuous Optimisation’ window.
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The user needs to choose the type of design variables by selecting either the ‘Layer 
Thickness’ or the ‘Ply Angle’ radio button, and giving values for lower and upper 
bounds (Figure 5.17[4]). The design variable can then be specified by clicking the 
‘Create new Design Variable’ button (Figure 5.17[5]). Design variables which have 
already been created are displayed in a list box at die bottom of the window (Figure 
5.17[6]).
5.2.5.2 Equivalencing of Plates in VICONOPT MLOP
Due to manufacturing constraints, it is common practice to use the same layer 
thicknesses and orientations throughout the skin of a panel and a uniform design for 
the stringers of a panel.
VICONOPT MLOP allows the equivalencing of component plate designs in a panel 
(but does not allow the equivalencing of plates in different panels). The user first 
needs to select the panel which contains the plates to be equivalenced from the list of 
the VICONOPT models at the left top of the window (Figure 5.18[1]). Then one of 
the plates is selected as an independent plate (Figure 5.18[2]), while the other plates 
become dependent plates (Figure 5.18[3]). Finally the ‘Equivalence’ button is pressed 
to equivalence each of the dependent plates to the independent one (Figure 5.18[4]), 
Details of already equivalenced plates will be displayed in the ‘Existing 
Dependencies’ list box at the bottom of the window (Figure 5.18[5]).
All the plates which have been equivalenced will have the same final layer 
thicknesses and orientations after each design run, and the optimisation process will 
take into account the differing load distributions within all of the related component 
plates.
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Equivalencing of Plates
a
If design variables have been specified for an independent plate, any dependent 
plate will be assigned the same WALL data. The final design will take the loading in 
both plates into account. This results in a reduced number of design variables.
□ Select Current Model:W □ Current Model:n
Select dependent plate: Select independent plate:
□
I flange1_3 “ 3  ---1 w m nskin1_2
H — 1 skin1_3 _ i
fskin 1 3 ^ ^  
LHn1 A zi skinl 4IAI»h1 1
Equivalence
□
Existing dependencies:
flange1_1
flange1_2 = flange1_1 □ dflange1_3 = flange1_1
skinl 1
*Win1 2 zi
Undo
OK Cancel
Figure 5.18 ‘Equivalencing of Plates’ window.
5 .2 .6  A s s ig n in g  L o a d  C a s e s  in  V I C O N O P T  M L O P
VICONOPT MLOP can automatically identify different load cases from the 
MSC/NASTRAN model and list them in the list box in the ‘Load Cases’ window 
(Figure 5.19[ 1 ]). The user can then simply specify the load case which will be used 
for the VICONOPT models by selecting its name from the list box and clicking the 
‘add’ button (Figure 5.19[2]).
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Load cases X]
a
Select MSC/NASTRAN subcases to be 
considered by VICONOPT.
MSC/NASTRAN load cases:
ID: Name:
wingsupportl
OK
Cancel
Use for VICONOPT models:
I-----1
2
—
wingsupport2
□ « remove
Use for CHANGE SETs:
add »
<< remove □
Figure 5.19 ‘Load Cases’ window.
For initial buckling optimisation problems, the user is allowed to select further load 
cases for ‘Change Sets’ (Figure 5.19[3]). This feature is prohibited in multilevel 
postbuckling optimisation problems, since change sets have not been implemented in 
the present extensions to the code. However, the user can still optimise the model 
under different load cases separately without re-specifying the whole model. This can 
be done by saving and reloading the current model. The user then just needs to change 
the load case that has been selected.
5 .2 .7  F o r m a t  o f  V I C O N O P T  P la te  D e s c r ip t io n
MSC/NASTRAN stores information regarding the geometry of the structure in the 
form of nodes with coordinates. After transferring data from the finite element model, 
VICONOPT MLOP allows the user to choose an approach which assembles the plates 
in their correct positions in the VICONOPT input file, by either entering node 
coordinates, or entering the plate breadths, orientation and connectivity (Williams et 
al., 1996). Figure 5.20 shows the available options in VICONOPT MLOP for the user 
to choose.
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VICONOPT Plate Description Format
a
V icon op t O p tion s for 
P la te s  d esc r ip tio n  form at:
V~ C rea te  in pu t f i le s  u s in g  c o o r d in a te s  d ata .
P  C rea te  in pu t f i le s  u s in g  a lig n m e n t d ata .
OK R e s e t
Figure 5.20 ‘VICONOPT Plate Description Format’ window.
By selecting the ‘Create input file using coordinate data’ option, VICONOPT MLOP 
will create VICONOPT input files including the COORDINATES data group to 
assemble the structure. The breadths and orientations of the plates occurring in the 
structure will be calculated automatically by VICONOPT.
By selecting the ‘Create input file using alignment data’ option, VICONOPT MLOP 
will calculate the breadths and orientations of the plates, and define the PLATE data 
group and a series of ALIGNMENT data groups. The CONNECTION data groups are 
also created once the alignment option has been selected, to assemble each panel for 
VICONOPT input. The VICONOPT User Manual (Williams et al., 1996) gives more 
information about these.
5 .2 .8  G e n e r a t io n  o f  V I C O N O P T  I n p u t  F ile s
After the user has specified everything described above for the whole finite element 
model, the initial VICONOPT input files can be generated by clicking the ‘Create 
VICONOPT input deck’ button (Figure 5.4[8]). This process will take a few seconds, 
due to the number of procedures, i.e. the load transfer between MSC/NASTRAN and 
VICONOPT, the re-numbering of nodes within the plate assembly, and the creation of
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the initial VICONOPT input files, which need to be carried out as described in 
Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.
The initial VICONOPT input files are named using the panel name which was 
specified by the user (Figure 5.4[2]) and based on information from both the 
MSC/NASTRAN model and the VICONOPT MLOP input data.
5 .2 .9  V ie w in g  V I C O N O P T  I n p u t  F ile s
VICONOPT MLOP allows the user to view the VICONOPT input files by clicking 
the ‘Display input deck’ button (Figure 5.4[10]) in the ‘Assemble VICONOPT 
Optimisation Model’ window and selecting the file from the displayed list box (Figure 
5.21).
□  p O l.d a t - W ordP ad
File Edit View Insert Format Help
D la ^ ly l a lB t l  j%] I %]
The fo llow ing  in p u t f i l e s  have been
D :\IU d a ls \P an tli\p 0 2 . dat 
D: M o d e li\F an e ls \p 0 3 . dat 
D :\M odtls\F anals\p04 . dat
[TITLE
D esig n  o f  HLO subprob lem : pOl 
VIPASA 
S VICON 
BUCKLING 
ANALYSIS 
t DESIGN 
ACCURACY l.O E -4  
LENGTH 1 0 0 0 .0 0 0  
WAVELENGTH 
1 10 1 
( Z i 0 1 0 .2 5
PrAST
EIGENVALUES 
1
$M a te r ia l Card e n t r i e s :
HATERIAL
1 140000 0 .3  0 .0 0 1 6  5000
LAYERS
$ There are  2x4 la y e r s  in  f l a n g e l _ l .  The Symmetry O ption  has b een  s e l e c t e d  
iThe la y -u p  i s  f u l l y  b a la n c e d . L ayers  v i t h  45 d e g ree  o r ie n t a t i o n s  are  lin k e d .  
(O n ly  th e  f i r s t  t o  o c cu r  in  th e  FE m odel i s  in c lu d e d  h e r e ; The s u c e e d in g  la y e r  
lh a s  b een  in c lu d e d  in  th e  V a il  d a ta  ( - R e f ) .
1 .1 2 5  1 - 4 5 .
3 .2 5  1 9 0 .
4 1 .5  1 0 .
For Help, press FI
*J
I fe a S iL ]!
ok
Cancel
10000 0 0 5000  5000 1
1 A
Figure 5.21 Display the VICONOPT
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Once the file is opened, the user can modify it manually if necessary. Since 
VICONOPT MLOP is still under development and does not yet cover all of the 
VICONOPT and MSC/NASTRAN features, this option gives the user more flexibility 
and controllability when any additional feature is required.
5 .2 .1 0  S a v e  O p t im is a t io n
VICONOPT MLOP allows users to save their work at any stage during the model 
building process by clicking the ‘Save’ button (Figure 5.4[9]) in the ‘Assemble 
VICONOPT Optimisation Model’ window, or when exiting VICONOPT MLO 
(Figure 5.2[5]). The job will be saved in to two files, .MLOl and .ML02, once the 
user clicks the ‘Save’ button in the ‘Save’ window (Figure 5.22).
Do you want to save examples?
Figure 5.22 ‘Save’ window.
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Figure 5.23 shows an example of an .MLOl file which contains all the following
information:
1) The location of the initial finite element model, the location of the ‘Inputdat’ file 
which is used to run VICONOPT automatically, and the ID number and name of 
the material card for the model in the MSC/NASTRAN input file. In this example, 
there is only one set of material cards recorded, but more may be recorded for 
different examples or for different stages of the optimisation.
2) A number corresponding to the criterion used in the stress and strain constraints, 
which is selected as described in the Section 5.2.4.2, and the details of this 
constraint.
3) The total number of component panels contained in the model.
4) The panel name, the optimisation method selected and the wavelength specified 
for each panel. In a multilevel postbuckling optimisation problem, the .MLOl file 
contains both ‘Vipasa/Vicon’ and ‘Design/Analysis’ methods, and the 
wavelengths to be considered for each of them.
5) The total number of component plates in the panel, followed by the name and the 
detailed layer information, i.e. ply thickness, ply angle, etc, of each of the plates.
6) The total number of elements contained in each of the plates, followed by 
information on their locations.
7) The stress distribution in each of the plates in the panel.
8) The total number and details of the design variables including the type of variable
and the lower and upper bounds.
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M:\CaseStudy2
C:\VMLO\lnput.dat
1
MAT8
0
1...................... 'y
1 1 1200-1500 250-50 70 L
n - i ^ mL L U ” LU
sU1 VIPASA $ VICON ANALYSIS $ DESIGN
1 10 1 S Xi 0 1 0.25 L±J
spar1_1 spar1_1
7 1 .375 -45.1 .375 45.1 1.5 90.1 4. 0.1 1.5 90.1 .375 45.1 .375 -45. 
spar1_2 spar1_2
7 1 .375 -45.1 .375 45.1 1.5 90.1 4. 0.1 1.5 90.1 .375 45.1 .375 -45. 
spar1_3 spar1_3
7 1 .375 -45.1 .375 45.1 1.5 90.1 4. 0.1 1.5 90.1 .375 45.1 .375 -45. 
spar1_4 spar1_4
7 1 .375 -45.1 .375 45.1 1.5 90.1 4. 0.1 1.5 90.1 .375 45.1 .375 45.
*0--------------------------
0.00000012.500000 0 
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 •0
u .uu u u u u  -yu .u u u u u u
0.000000-60.000000 0
Thickness 0.188 0.563 
Thickness 0.188 0.563 
Thickness 0.75 2.25 
Thickness 2.0 6.0 
Thickness 0.75 2.25
0
U:\Models\Panels\sUl .dat U:\Models\Panels\sU1 .res 
D:\Models\Panels\s01 .ps D:\Models\Panels\s01 .U11 
D:\Models\Panels\s01 .U12 D:\Modeis\Panels\s01 .U13 
D:\Models\Panels\s01 .U14 D:\Models\Panels\s01 .U15
20 20 0 1.005 -0.005 0.001 1 0 10 1
1T 11
wingsupportl 1 
wingsupport2 2 
1__________
12
0
0
10
Figure 5.23 VICONOPT MLO Save File: .MLOl
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9) The VICONOPT input files and selected results files for the panel.
10) The postbuckling parameters for the optimisation, which will be displayed in the 
Postbuckling card in the VICONOPT input file.
11) The number of change sets considered. This is always zero for a multilevel 
postbuckling optimisation problem.
12) The total number of load cases available, and the name and the ID number of 
each load case, followed by the ID number of the load case which has been 
selected by the user for the optimisation. In the example given above, 
‘wingsupport2’ has been selected.
It should be noted that in the .MLOl file, the information (4)-(9) is repeated for each 
of the existing panels. Details of unused panels will also be recorded, if the user saves 
the job part way through the model building process.
The .ML02 file is a binary file and not manually readable. It contains the values of all 
Boolean type data and information on the pointer variables, which are used by 
VICONOPT MLOP for the optimisation. For example, the selection made for the 
approach to assemble the plates as described in Section 5.2.7, VICONOPT MLOP 
remembers the selected approach as “TRUE”, and the unselected approach as 
“FALSE”.
5.2.11 Multilevel Optimisation Parameters and Execution
Once all the VICONOPT input files have been generated, the multilevel optimisation 
problem can be submitted by clicking the ‘Run Optimisation’ button in the 
‘Multilevel Optimisation Control Deck’ (Figure 5.24[2]).
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Multilevel Optimisation Control Deck
a
Please spec ify  MLOP 
param eters p r io r  to  the 
optim isation :
M u ltilev el O ptim isation  Convergence:
CARDIFF
U N I V E R S I T Y
P R I F Y S G O L
C a e R P y$>
A fter the second i te ra t io n  
o f a m u ltilev e l 
o p tim isa tion  process, 
inform ation  on the overa ll 
convergence w ill be 
di splayed.
Viconopt MLO has been 
developed a t the C ard iff 
School o f Engineering. For 
more inform ation, please 
con tac t
kennedydQCardiff, ac. uk
|ln c r ease/Re due t i  on in  to t a l  mass:
■ xj
S ta r tin g  VICOHOPT design. . .
SIT
Carry out sing le  VICOHOPT run.
Specify MLOP Param eters...
Run O ptim isation 2
R e s u l t s
Cancel OK
Figure 5.24 ‘Multilevel Optimisation Control Deck’ window.
However, before this, the user may wish to specify a number of control parameters to 
manage the multilevel optimisation process by clicking the ‘Specify MLOP 
parameters’ button (Figure 5.24[1]) and filling in the necessary information in the 
‘MLOP Parameters’ window (Figure 5.25).
The user can control the number of analysis/design cycles by specifying either the 
convergence criteria or a maximum number of iterations (Figure 5.25[1]). If no 
parameters are specified for either of these, a default value of 1 % will be used for the 
convergence criteria.
VICONOPT MLOP provides two methods for the mass convergence check. One 
checks convergence on the total mass of the structure, and the other checks 
convergence based on individual panel mass. The default method is the individual 
panel mass convergence check, but the user can switch to the total mass convergence 
check by selecting the ‘Check total mass convergence only’ option (Figure 5.25[2]). 
By doing this, less accurate results are obtained, but the number of analysis/design
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cycles will be reduced, i.e. saving time. More detail regarding the convergence checks 
is given in Sections 4.5 and 4.6.
Users can save the results files into a new directory rather than the default output 
directory by specifying a pathname in the ‘MLOP Parameters’ window (Figure 
5.25[3]).
■ ■ H  *!
P lease  sp e c ify  any re q u ire d  param eters 
fo r  th e  m u l ti le v e l o p tim isa tio n  
p ro cess :
MLOP Param eters
El
Convergence le v e l :  j*
Max. number o f i t e r a t io n s :  j
r~ Check t o t a l  mass convergence only j 2 [
O utput d ir e c to ry  
o th e r than  d e fa u l t :
D e le te  fo llo w in g  f i l e s  from 
in te rm e d ia te  ana ly ses a t system 
le v e l :
T  b d f W .MASTER
r  .£06 p  i. DBALl] 
r . £04
□
S p ec ify  any a d d it io n a l MSC/NASTRAN i 1
keyw or ds+values (e .g . "out=D: WModels 5 
dbs=D: W M odels"):
OK |  Cancel
Figure 5.25 ‘MLO Parameters’ window.
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During the optimisation, VICONOPT MLOP only requires the finite element model 
(.bdf) and the numerical results file (.f06) to update the models at panel level. 
Therefore, some of the result files from the finite element analysis can be deleted to 
reduce storage requirements. This is done by selecting the unwanted files in the 
‘MLOP Parameters’ window (Figure 5.25[4]).
Finally, users can specify any additional parameters required in the free text box 
provided in the ‘MLOP Parameters’ window (Figure 5.25[5]). These must be written 
in the format specified in the MSC/NASTRAN Version 70.5 Quick Reference Guide 
(MSC/NASTRAN, 1998).
During optimisation, information regarding the state of the analysis will be displayed 
in the ‘Multilevel Optimisation Control Deck’ window (Figure 5.24[3]). The current 
total increase/reduction in mass of the overall structure will also be displayed in this 
window (Figure 5.24[4]) after each design cycle.
5.3 M ULTILEVEL POSTBUCKLING OPTIMISATION 
PROCESS
5.3.1 General
Development of the optimisation process to include postbuckling effects has required 
significant changes to the existing code in order to ensure convergence and deal with 
issues such as tension fields in postbuckled panels. Figure 5.26 shows the multilevel 
optimisation process as coded in VICONOPT MLOP; the design cycle is marked in 
red and the analysis cycle is marked in blue. In comparison with the previous 
procedure shown in Figure 3.9, it is clear that many more VICONOPT features have 
had to incorporated into the optimisation process. In the following sections, this 
process will be described in detail.
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During each analysis cycle, VICONOPT MLOP generates a VICONOPT input file 
for each of the panels and a MSC/NASTRAN file for the whole finite element model. 
Each of these files will lead to a set of VICONOPT result files. A good file naming 
procedure is required to avoid files being overwritten and to enable them to be 
recognised easily.
The results file from the initial finite element analysis carried out by 
MSC/NASTRAN has the same name as the initial finite element model file which the 
user entered into the window shown in Figure 5.4 but with a different file extension.
Once the optimisation has started, VICONOPT analysis input files are named in the 
format ‘Panelnam eda’ and design input files are named in the format 
‘Panelname d’, where ‘Panelname’ is the name chosen by the user when assembling 
the panel (Figure 5.4[2]), ‘d’ is the number of the current design cycle and ‘a’ is the 
current analysis cycle in that design cycle. All of these VICONOPT input files have 
the extension ‘.dat’. For example, the name and extension of the analysis input file for 
panel ‘Spar3’, in the third analysis cycle of the second design cycle, is 
‘Spar3_2_3.dat’. VICONOPT results files have the same name as each of their input 
files but with different extensions, i.e. .res, .u ll, .ul2 and etc. MSC/NASTRAN input 
files (.bdf) and their results files (.f04, .f06, .op2 and etc) are named in the format 
‘Modelname_d_a(n)’ and ‘Modelname_d(n)’ for analysis or design respectively, 
where ‘d’ and ‘a* are the same as for the VICONOPT files, ‘Modelname’ is the name 
of the initial finite element model file, and ‘n’ is a number which is normally equal to 
0, except when some plates have negative stiffnesses as described in Section 4.4, in 
which case a pair of MSC/NASTRAN input files is required, one of which will be 
named with ‘n’ equal to 1.
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Figure 5.26 Procedure for optimising a multilevel postbuckling model in VICONOPT MLOP.
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5.3.2 VICONOPT Postbuckling Analysis
After the VICONOPT MLOP model has first been generated, and after each design 
run has been completed, VICONOPT will start the postbuckling analysis which will 
be repeated until the loads in each panel are converged, i.e. the start of a new analysis 
cycle of the optimisation.
5.3.2.1 VICONOPT process control file
Since VICONOPT can only analyse one panel at a time here, a process control file, 
which is named ‘Input’ with a .dat extension, is generated by VICONOPT MLOP to 
ensure VICONOPT analyses all the panels consecutively.
2111111
D:\Models\Panels\p12_2_1 .dat 
D:\Models\Panels\p12_2_1 .res 
D:\Models\Panels\p12_2_1 .ps 
D:\Models\Panels\p12_2_1 .u11 
D:\Models\Panels\p12_2_1 .u12 
D:\Models\Panels\p12_2_1 .u13 
D:\Models\Panels\p12_2_1 .u14 
D:\Models\Panels\p12_2_1 .u15 
000000 
END
Figure 5.27 VICONOPT Process Control File: Input.dat
Figure 5.27 is a typical process control file. The file starts with the current panel ID 
number which is defined by VICONOPT MLOP, followed by five numbers which can 
each take a value of either 1 or 0 depending on whether the results 
files .u ll, .ul2, .ul3, .ul4 and .ul5 are required in Figure 5.14. In this example, all 
five of these files are to be generated. As described in Section 5.2.4.5, .res, .ull,
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and .ul4 files are the default files selected for all multilevel postbuckling optimisation 
problems, and the .ps file, which contains the graphic results, is also generated for all 
such problems by default. Then the full pathnames of the input and results files are 
printed in the process control file to ensure VICONOPT can find and generate them in 
the correct locations. Finally, six zeros are printed out to set the six numbers, which 
are printed on the first line of the file, back to their initial conditions.
It should be noted that only one ‘Input.dat’ file is created during the whole 
optimisation, and that VICONOPT MLOP replaces this file automatically for different 
panels. The response from VICONOPT to the VICONOPT process control file is 
shown in Figure 5.28.
jJSI 2<J
1
▲
n
,
d
Figure 5.28 VICONOPT analysis/design window
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5.3.2.2 VICONOPT postbuckling analysis results file
Although .u ll and .ul4 files are generated for each VICONOPT run, nothing is 
printed into the .u ll file after the postbuckling analysis is completed. Only the .ul4 
file, which contains the reduced stiffnesses information, contains data. An example of 
a .ul4 file is given in Figure 5.29.
Figure 5.29 VICONOPT Postbuckling Analysis Results File: .ul4
The information contained in the .ul4 file is also known as BUKLED PLATES data, 
and will be a part of the VICONOPT design input file, if the load convergence test is 
passed in the next stage. Otherwise, it will be used to calculate the reduced stiffness 
ratio for each plate as described in Section 4.3. The overall reduced stiffness ratio y
for the panel is presented in the .ul4 file only for the calculation of reduced stiffness 
ratio but is not used in the VICONOPT design.
5 .3 .3  V I C O N O P T  D e s ig n
Once all the panels have met their load convergence criteria, VICONOPT MLOP will 
generate VICONOPT design input files based on the current loading information and 
the VICONOPT design run will be carried out, which marks the end of the current 
design cycle and the beginning of a new one.
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BUKLED PLATES 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
3.07638542E-01 $ 8.63178404E-01
Plate ID Numbers x
3.10998722E-01 -2.25317051E-01 3.66308298E-01 7.71918468E-01 % 
-1.64421227E-02 -3.04379034E-02 7.54341957E-01 3.59228423E-01 % 
-2.19844915E-01 3.43251908E-01
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$ FINAL DESIGN CONFIGURATION 
$ THE FOLLOWING DATA GROUPS REPLACE THOSE THE DATA INPUT
y Layer Numbers ^ ------Orientations
LAYERS ^ ------ Th,c
1 2.44910244E-OT 1 -4.50000000E+01 0.0000000E+00 0.0000000E+00
3 3.22608982E-01 1 9.00000000E+01 0.0000000E+00 0.0000000E+00
4 1.49925635E+00 1 O.OOOOOOOOE+OO 0.0000000E+00 0.0000000E+00
25 2.09191634E-01 1 -4.50000000E+01 0.0000000E+00 0.0000000E+00
27 1.78493452E-01 1 9.00000000E+01 0.0000000E+00 0.0000000E+00
28 6.17492395E-01 1 0.00000000E+00 0.0000000E+00 0.0000000E+00 
57 2.14598695E-01 1 -4.50000000E+01 0.0000000E+00 0.0000000E+00
59 2.98005842E-01 1 9.00000000E+01 0.0000000E+00 0.0000000E+00
60 1.49925635E+00 1 0.00000000E+00 0.0000000E+00 0.0000000E+00
' ' f i
Plate Numbers 
TES -Breadths
1 9.99960000E+00 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 9.99960000E+00 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1.00055000E+01 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1.50083300E+02 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1.50083300E+02 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1.50083300E+02 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 1.50083300E+02 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 2.50000000E+01 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 2.50000000E+01 8 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 2.50000000E+01 8 10i 0I 0 0 0 0 0I 0 0i 0
1NT j — Plate Numbers
R 11 1 -LgogoooooE+od1
R 12 2 -1.90900000E+00
R 13 3 -1.90780000E+00
R 14 4 -1.90920000E+00
R 15 5 -1.90920000E+00
R 16 6 -1.90920000E+00
R 17 7 -1.90920000E+00
R 18 8 9.00000000E+01
R 19 9 9.00000000E+01
R 20 10 9.00000000E+01
-Alignment relative to 
"^global axis system
>
J
New ALIGNMENT 
Data Group
A
New
LAYERSI 
Data 
Group
J
New
PLATES
Data
Group
J
Figure 5.30 VICONOPT design Results File: .ull
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Furthermore, the BUKLED PLATES card from the most recent .ul4 file, mentioned 
in Section 5.3.2.2, will be transferred to the corresponding VICONOPT design input 
file by VICONOPT MLOP, to replace the POSTBUCKLING data.
The VICONOPT process control file ‘Inputdat’ as described in the Section 5.3.2.1 is 
also used to control the VICONOPT design process. In the same way as for the 
analysis run, both .u ll and .ul4 files are generated. However, this time nothing is 
written into the .ul4 file, and only the .u ll file contains the new geometrical 
information. An example of a .ul 1 file is shown in the Figure 5.30.
V I C O N O P T
“  VERSION NUMBER 1.41 RELEASED DECEMBER 2008 ** 
** THIS EXECUTION WAS ON THE W32 COMPUTER.
INPUT DEVICE NUMBER = 5 OUTPUT DEVICE NUMBER = 6
RESULTS FOR PROBLEM NUMBER 1
CPU TIME USED FOR PREPROCESSING = 0.0310 SECONDS 
INITIAL MASS = 3.5536E+03 
INITIAL ANALYSIS
ST CHA (VICON) (VIPASA) (REPET.) EIGENVALUE BEST ESTIMATE TOTAL ITERS. 
NO SET XI LAMBDA ETA NUMBER OF FACTOR AXIAL LOAD TAKEN 
0 0 0.0000 -  0.000 1 1.776444156E+00 2.7381841E+05 14
0 0 0.2500 -  0.000 1 - 2 1.776560220E+00 2.7383630E+05 14
0 0 0.5000 -  0.000 1 - 2 1.769142047E+00 2.7269287E+05 14
0 0 0.7500 -  0.000 1 - 2 1.226202662E+00 1.8900502E+05 9
0 0 1.0000 -  0.000 1 1.001168814E+00 1.5431864E+05 11
FINAL MASS = 3.0892E+03 
FINAL ANALYSIS
Figure 5.31 VICONOPT .res file.
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As described in Section 4.4, the values of initial and final mass of each panel for the 
current completed design cycle can be found in its .res files after the run has 
completed as shown in Figure 5.31.
5 .3 .4  M S C /N A S T R A N  M o d e l  U p d a t in g
On the basis of the VICONOPT results, the MSC/NASTRAN finite element model is 
subsequently updated and re-analysed.
If the load has converged and a design run has been carried out, the MSC/NASTRAN 
Property Card will be replaced as described in Section 3.3.2. Otherwise, the previous 
Property Card from the last design run will remain.
$ Referenced Material Records
$ Material Record: HighStrengthCarbonEpoxy< Type of the material
$ Description of Material: Date: 04-Aug-01 Time: 16:17:02 < Creation time
16
The MSC/NASTRAN Material Card has to be changed every time the model is 
updated. A typical MSC/NASTRAN Material Card is shown in Figure 5.32. After the 
material name and ID which are used to identify the material, there are another 7 
parameters, which are Longitudinal Young’s Modulus Ei, Transverse Young’s 
Modulus E2 , Major Poisson’s Ratio V12, Shear Moduli G ^G ^and G23 and Density p. 
Following each analysis cycle MSC/NASTRAN takes the reduced stiffness 
information as described in Section 4.2 and multiplies each plate’s Young’s Modulus 
and Shear Moduli by the related reduced stiffness ratio, to calculate the loads for the 
next analysis cycle.
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Once the new load distribution has been calculated by MSC/NASTRAN, VICONOPT 
MLOP transfers this load distribution to each panel and creates a set of VICONOPT 
postbuckling analysis input files for the new analysis cycle. Details of how load is 
transfered between MSC/NASTRAN and VICONOPT have been given in Section 
3.3.3 and Section 4.6, and so no more description will be given here.
5.3.5 VICONOPT MLOP Output File
In addition to the VICONOPT and MSC/NASTRAN results files, VICONOPT MLOP 
also generates its own output file to record all the convergence information. This file 
has the same name as the initial finite element model and the extension .clog. An 
example of a .clog file is shown in Figure 5.33. The file begins with some general 
information regarding the job, e.g. the name of the initial finite element model (Figure 
5.33[1]). Then all the convergence results are printed twice in two different formats; 
in the first format the information is grouped by design cycles (Figure 5.33[2]); in the 
second format it is grouped by panels (Figure 5.33[3]). The user can choose either to 
make post-processing easier.
The data shown in the example are:
(1) P.N., Panel Name;
(2) InM, Initial Mass;
(3) CuM, Current Mass;
(4) PD, Mass saving relative to Previous Design;
(5) TM, Total relative Mass Saving so far;
(6) InAL, Initial Axial Load;
(7) CuAL, Current Axial Load;
(8) TAL, Total relative Axial Load Change so far;;
(9) Convergence, Convergence Criteria so far;
(10) D.C., Design Cycle;
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Viconopt MLO - Convergence Log:
Multilevel Optimisation Results for: M:\CaseStudy2
■ m
Multilevel Optimisation DESIGN Cycle: 2
P.N. InM CuM PD TM
p01 3553.6 3053.3 0.140787 0.140787
p02 3553.6 3089.2 0.130684 0.130684
TOTAL MASS SAVED: 0.13574 
MASS CHANGE: 0.13574 
CONVERGENCE: 0.13574
■ m
Multilevel Optimisation ANALYSIS Cycle: 3
P.N. InAL CuAL PD TAL Convergence
p01 195353 183745 0.01018121 0.05942064 0.00967991
p02 189645 176872 -0.05318566 0.06735216 0.04709853
PanelName: p01
D.C. InM CuM PD TM
2 3553.6 3053.3 0.140787 0.140787
3 3553.6 3051.6 0.000556759 0.141265
Multilevel Optimisation DESIGN Cycle: 2
Panel Name: 1
A.C. ALO AL PD TAL Convergence
1 195353 195353 0 0 0
2 185636 185636 0.04974073 0.04974073 0.04974073
3 184286 183745 0.01018121 0.05942064 0.00967991
Figure 5.33 VICONOPT MLO Output File: .clog
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(11) A.C., Analysis Cycle;
(12) ALO, Axial Load before the Load Convergence Acceleration;
(13) AL, Axial Load after the Load Convergence Acceleration.
5.4 CONCLUSION
The developments to the multilevel optimisation software VICONOPT MLOP 
outlined in this chapter can be grouped into two areas: the necessary data conversion 
for this new, more sophisticated multilevel optimisation problem and the more 
advanced convergence criteria which need to be applied to ensure a timely solution is 
reached. Both of these developments incorporate postbuckling effects. With respect to 
the VICONOPT MLOP data conversion, large numbers of changes have been 
implemented in the window-based menus to ensure the manual input data 
requirements are related to the development. A list of the differences between 
VICONOPT MLO and VICONOPT MLOP is shown in Table 5.1.
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Features VICONOPT MLO VICONOPT MLOP
Data Converter
VICONOPT process 
control file
Contains the directories 
of the VICONOPT input 
and results files.
These file names have been 
brought up to date.
VICONOPT input file VICONOPT MLO only 
generates the initial 
buckling design input 
files.
Both postbuckling analysis input 
files and initial buckling design 
input files are generated with 
Bukled Plates card.
VICONOPT results 
files
VICONOPT MLO reads 
the data in .res and .ul 1 
files.
VICONOPT MLOP reads the 
data in .res and .u ll files after 
each design run, and the data 
in .ul4 files after each analysis 
run.
MSC/NASTRAN 
input file
Updates the property 
card with the new 
geometrical information, 
e.g. ply thicknesses.
Updates the property card after 
each design run, and updates the 
material card after each analysis 
run with the new reduced 
stiffness ratio.
MSC/NASTRAN 
results file
VICONOPT MLO reads 
the new loading data 
from the .fD6 file.
No difference.
VICONOPT MLO 
output file
Contains the mass
convergence
information.
Contains information about mass 
convergence, load convergence 
and load convergence 
acceleration.
VICONOPT MLO 
saving file
Exists but does not work 
properly.
Works properly and is up to date.
Convergence Checking Svstem
Mass convergence 
check
Based on the overall 
mass of the structure.
Two methods are available: 
overall mass check and 
individual mass check which is 
based on the mass of each panel.
Load convergence 
check
Not applicable Based on the load of each panel.
Convergence
acceleration
Not applicable Carried out after two analysis 
cycles in each design cycle.
Table 5.1 Differences between VICONOPT MLO and VICONOPT MLOP.
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Chapter 6
Multilevel Optimisation of a Composite 
Aircraft Wing Incorporating Postbuckling
Effects
6 .1  I N T R O D U C T I O N  A N D  P R O B L E M  D E S C R I P T I O N
A case study was conducted into the optimisation of the schematic composite aircraft 
wing, which was created based on the GARTEUR benchmark mentioned in Chapter 1, 
shown in Figure 6.1, in order to demonstrate the capabilities of VICONOPT MLOP. 
The wing contains twelve skin panels, six at the top (T1 -  T6 ) and six at the bottom 
(B1 -  B6 ), nine spar panels (SI — S9) and four ribs (see Figures 6.1 and 6.2). The 
objective was to optimise the ply thicknesses in each of the skin and spar panels. No 
attempt was made to optimise the ribs, which were included in the model to provide 
simply supported edge conditions for the skin and spars.
All dimensions 
are given in mm.
Figure 6.1 Panels T1 to T6 on the top of the wing and adapter.
1000
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Figure 6.2 Panels B1 to B6  at the bottom of the wing, spars and ribs.
For each skin panel, three L-shaped stringers provided increased longitudinal stiffness 
resulting in a total of ten plates to be defined: four skin plates, three webs and three 
flanges (Figure 6.3).
Stringer 3
Stringer 2
Stringer 1
Figure 6.3 Typical wing panel (skin plates and stringers).
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Figure 6.4 Load case: Twist.
The root of the wing was attached to a steel adapter, which was fully clamped at its 
free end, to model realistic boundary conditions. Two load cases from a previous 
study (Fischer et al., 2002a,b) were considered and the more critical one (Figure 6.4) 
which results in torsion about the wings was selected for the present case study.
5 0 0 0 0
Figure 6.5 Component plates of the wing (excluding spar and rib plates).
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The optimisation covered panels T1-T6 on the top skin, panels B1-B6 on the bottom 
skin and panels S1-S9 on the three spars. The ribs were assumed to be of fixed 
dimensions and sufficient to provide simple support to the skin panels. Figure 6.3 
shows details of the skin/stringer configuration for each of the 12 skin panels. 
Individual property cards were specified in the MSC/NASTRAN model for each of 
the component plates (Figure 6.5), in order to account for the variation of reduced 
postbuckling stiffness, and also to allow the user to define separate design variables 
for each plate. A uniform mesh consisting of 29,280 quadrilateral elements (QUAD4) 
was generated for the overall wing, which resulted in a model with 126,860 degrees of 
freedom.
6.2 INITIAL DESIGN
High strength carbon-epoxy was used as the material for the individual laminae of all 
component plates. Table 6.1 summarises the properties in the principal material 
directions, together with the material density and the ultimate material strengths, 
which were used as allowable limits in the optimisation.
High Strength Carbon-Epoxy
Longitudinal Young’s Modulus E\(kN / mm1) 140
Transverse Young’s Modulus E^(kN / mm2) 10
In-Plane Shear Modulus Gl2(kN / mm2) 5
Major Poisson’s Ratio V 0.3
Ultimate Longitudinal Tensile Strength max.cru(kN/mm2) 1.5
Ultimate Longitudinal Compressive Strength max.crlc(kN /mm2) 1.2
Ultimate Transverse Tensile Strength max .<x2< (kN / mm2 ) 0.05
Ultimate Transverse Compressive Strength max .<J2c (kN / mm2 ) 0.25
Ultimate In-Plane Shear Strength max.zn (kN /mm2) 0.07
Density p(g/m m 3) 0.0016
Table 6.1 Material properties of high strength carbon-epoxy.
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T l, T2, B l, B2 (Tip) Initial Design Lower Bound Upper Bound
Skin 45° and -45° plies 0.250 0.125 1.500
90° plies 0.500 0.125 1.500
0° plies 0.500 0.125 1.500
Web 45° and -45° plies 0.125 0.125 1.500
90° plies 0.250 0.125 1.500
0° plies 1.500 0.125 1.500
Flange 45° and -45° plies 0.125 0.125 1.500
90° plies 0.250 0.125 1.500
0° plies 1.500 0.125 1.500
T3, T4, B3, B4 (Middle) Initial Design Lower Bound Upper Bound
Skin 45° and -45° plies 0.375 0.125 1.500
90° plies 0.625 0.125 1.500
0° plies 1.000 0.125 1.500
Web 45° and -45° plies 0.250 0.125 1.500
90° plies 1.250 0.125 1.500
0° plies 2.000 0.125 2.000
Flange 45° and -45° plies 0.250 0.125 1.500
90° plies 1.250 0.125 1.500
0° plies 2.000 0.125 2.000
T5, T6, B5, B6 (Root) Initial Design Lower Bound Upper Bound
Skin 45° and -45° plies 0.500 0.125 1.500
90° plies 0.750 0.125 1.500
0° plies 1.500 0.125 1.500
Web 45° and -45° plies 0.375 0.125 1.500
90° plies 2.250 0.125 2.250
0° plies 2.500 0.125 2.500
Flange 45° and -45° plies 0.375 0.125 1.500
90° plies 2.250 0.125 2.250
0° plies 2.500 0.125 2.500
Spars S1-S9 Initial Design Lower Bound Upper Bound
45° and -45° plies 0.375 0.188 0.563
90° plies 1.500 0.750 2.250
0° plies 4.000 2.000 6.000
T ab le  6.2 Initial ply thicknesses, upper and lower bounds (all in mm).
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Each plate had a symmetric balanced lay-up [-4574579070790°/ 457-45°] with 
different thicknesses for skin, web, flange and spar plates. The initial ply thicknesses 
and the design variables used in the VICONOPT models for each skin panel and for 
the spars are shown in Table 6.2. The plates of each skin panel were equivalenced in 
order to ensure uniform ply thicknesses across the skin. The web and flange plates 
were also equivalenced to ensure the three stringers of each panel were identical.
The panels were assumed simply supported along all four edges, so that out-of-plane 
and transverse in-plane displacements were fully constrained. Four point supports 
were specified at the end of each skin plate in the way described in Chapter 5, 
resulting in a total of thirteen point supports across each panel.
6.3 NUMERICAL RESULTS
An initial linear static finite element analysis was carried out for the overall wing 
using MSC/NASTRAN, following which VICONOPT models were generated for 
individual skin panels and spars using VICONOPT MLOP. A total of 135 design 
variables were specified for the ply thicknesses of their component plates.
VICONOPT MLOP carried out a total of nine multilevel optimisation cycles, before 
the strictest convergence criterion, i.e. 0.01 (1%), for the mass of each panel was met. 
Figure 6.6 shows the mass changes during the optimisation process. It can be seen that 
the total mass of the wing converged well on a value of approximately 50 kg, which 
represented a total saving of 44% over the initial design. All the panels experienced a 
decrease in mass, but the mass of the bottom skin panels reduced much more 
significantly than mass of the top panels, due to them being in tension.
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100
-♦—Top Skin Panels 
-■— Bottom Skin Panels 
Spars
Total Wing
Design Cycles
Figure 6.6 Total mass changes during the multilevel optimisation process.
The panels which are near the root are more sensitive to mass changes and more 
difficult to get to converge, since they carry most of the loading. As expected, the root 
panels which are required to carry higher loads (panels T5, T6 , B5 and B6 ) have more 
material assigned to them than the tip panels (panels Tl, T2, B1 and B2). Figures 6.7 
and 6 . 8  show mass changes for the example of individual pairs of panels on the top 
(T5 and T6 ) and bottom (B5 and B6 ) skins. Complete results showing mass changes 
for every panel are given in Appendix A.
The mass of the spars reduces by 50% over the initial design, maintaining 
approximately the same percentage of wing mass and therefore avoiding attracting an 
artificially high percentage of the load. The middle spar is wider than the other spars, 
so the panels S2, S5 and S8  are always heavier than the other spar panels. An example 
showing the mass changes of spars S4, S5 and S6  is given in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.7 Mass changes in panels T5 & T6
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Figure 6.8 Mass changes in panels B5 &B6 .
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Figure 6.9 Mass changes in panels S4, S5 & S6.
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Comparison of these results with those previously obtained using VICONOPT MLO 
(Fischer et al., 2002a,b), shows significant advantages in terms of mass savings, as 
shown in Table 6.3. The top skin panels increased in mass in the previous study, but 
decreased in mass here due to allowing postbuckling effects. Changes in mass in the 
bottom skin panels were similar in both studies, since their design was limited by 
stress constraints and not by buckling. Significant weight reduction has been achieved 
in the spars which were not designed previously, but have been considered in the 
present work.
Top skin Bottom skin Spars Total
Initial design 34.935 kg 34.935 kg 21.216 kg 91.086 kg
VICONOPT 55.081 kg 10.308 kg 21.216 kg 86.605 kg
Final MLO (+57.67%) (-70.49%) (±0%) (-4.92%)
design VICONOPT 28.796 kg 11.416 kg 10.612 kg 50.825 kg
MLOP (-17.57%) (-67.32%) (-49.98%) (-44.20%)
Table 6.3 Mass of designs obtained by two different version of VICONOPT MLO. 
Percentage changes are relative to the initial design.
The total mass of the wing showed very good convergence after three design cycles 
(Figure 6.6); the optimisation carried on however, due to mass and load changes in 
individual panels. The number of design cycles can be reduced by applying a looser 
convergence criterion s  instead of the 0.01 used during the optimisation. For example, 
if e is set to 0.03, the number of design cycles can be reduced to approximately seven, 
and if e is 0.05 this number can be reduced to four. A detailed discussion about this 
will be given in Section 6.4.1.
During optimisation, the bottom skin panels did not buckle because they carried large 
tension loads together with negligible shear loads. In these cases, the VICONOPT 
MLOP design is based on strength constraints rather than buckling. In the final design, 
the ply thicknesses of tension panels B1 and B2 reach their lower bounds, but panels 
B3 to B6 did not, because the tension near the root of wing was large enough to 
activate the stress constraints.
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Figure 6.10 Changes of ply thicknesses (T6), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure 6.11 Changes of ply thicknesses (B6 ), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure 6.12 Changes of ply thicknesses (S5)
Complete results showing the ply thickness changes for individual panels are given in 
Appendix B. In the compression panels (an example of panel T6  is shown in Figure 
6 .1 0 ), almost all of the 0 ° layers, which take most of the loading, reach their upper 
bounds. All the flange thicknesses are increased to give enough stiffness to carry the 
loading. The ply thicknesses in the webs are increased if additional stiffness is 
required after the flanges have reached their upper bounds, e.g. both the flange and 
web of the root panels T5 and T6  are taken to their upper bounds because of the large 
compressive load. The thicknesses of some of the ±45° layers are increased to carry 
shear loads. In the tension panels (an example of panel B6  is shown in Figure 6.11), 
almost all of the ply thicknesses reach their lower bounds, except where strength 
constraints have been hit. In the spar panels (an example of panel S5 is shown in 
Figure 6.12), all of the layers are taken to their lower bound.
The axial load and bending moment changes in each of the panels are given in 
Appendix C. These figures show not only the converged loads of each design cycle in 
solid lines and marked in blue but also the intermediate loads from each of the 
analysis cycles in dashed lines and marked in red. By applying the convergence 
acceleration method of section 4.3, the panel loads in each design cycle converged 
well within four analysis cycles. However, within each design cycle the loads changed 
significantly, due to the changes in geometry and postbuckling stiffness.
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Figure 6.13 Redistribution of axial loads in panels (a) T5 and (b) T6 .
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Figure 6.14 Redistribution of axial loads in panels (a) B5 and (b) B6.
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Figure 6.15 Redistribution of axial loads in panels S5.
In the compression panels (examples of panels T5 and T6  are shown in Figure 6.13), 
the axial load in panels T2, T4 and T6  increases whilst in the adjacent panels Tl, T3 
and T5 it decreases, so that the final axial compressive loads in adjacent panels are 
almost the same. In the tension panels (examples of panels B5 and B6  are shown in 
Figure 6.14), the axial load transfers between adjacent panels. This effect is most 
pronounced in the two panels nearest to the root, so that there is a significant 
difference in the final masses of B5 and B6  in response to the load transfer.
All the spar panels (an example of panel S5 is shown in Figure 6.15) converge well 
with small resultant axial, compressive or tensile loads. This is because the top part of 
the spars carries massive compressive loads and the bottom part of spars carries 
massive tensile loads. These cancel each other out leaving only a small amount of 
resultant compression or tension.
Variations in bending moments (examples of top skins, bottom skins and spars are 
given in Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18, respectively) are negligible in comparison to the 
axial loads, and therefore have a much smaller effect. Although the bending moments 
appear to have converged very well, some of them may still vary by a large 
percentage of their own initial values. Figure 6.19 shows the same bending moment 
redistribution as Figure 6.18 using a larger scale related to the panel’s own initial 
values, which appears to give unstable convergence. However, the convergence check
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is based on the largest value of bending moment in the whole wing and the results 
were therefore considered as converged.
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each analysis cycleeach design cycle
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Figure 6.16 Redistribution of bending moments in panel T6 .
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Figure 6.17 Redistribution of bending moments in panel B6 .
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Figure 6.18 Redistribution of bending moments in panel S5.
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Figure 6.19 Redistribution of bending moments in panel S5 (using different scale of
Figure 6.18).
Contours of longitudinal stress for the initial and final designs from NASTRAN are 
shown in Figures 6.20 and 6.21. Figure 6.21 shows that, at the final design stage, the 
top skin panels suffer a huge amount of compression and were analysed in the 
postbuckling region. However, the bottom skin panels carry tension only. Due to the 
variation in loads applied to the wing, the stresses in the panels on the side where the 
larger uplift is applied (T2, T4, T6 , B2, B4 and B6 ) are slightly higher as would be 
expected.
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Figure 6.20 Longitudinal stress contours for the initial designs, (a) top skin (b) spars
(c) bottom skin (N/mm2)
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Figure 6.21 Longitudinal stress contours for the final designs, (a) top skin (b) spars
and (c) bottom skin (N/mm2)
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In the initial design, the skin panels are under approximately uniform and symmetrical 
loading with slight increases from the tip to the root (Figure 6.20(a) and 6.20(c)) and 
the stress in the spar panels varies linearly through the wing depth (Figure 6.20(b)). 
After the optimisation, since the overall ply thicknesses of each panel are reduced by 
different amounts in adjacent panels, the stress distribution becomes asymmetric and 
varies significantly through the length and depth of the wing (Figures 6.21(a) to 
6.21(c)). However, this action also balanced out the effect of twisting loads to avoid 
the stress distributions becoming very different between adjacent panels. Figure 
6.21(a) shows that the stress in the top skin panels is concentrated around the spars 
which provide effective simple support to the skin.
6.4 EXTENDED RESEARCH
6.4.1 Convergence Criteria
As in many optimisation problems, one of the biggest challenges when dealing with 
complex structures such as an aircraft wing are convergence, which variables, and the 
multilevel aspect of the problem.
In VICONOPT MLOP, the number of design and analysis cycles is significantly 
affected by the method chosen for the mass convergence check and the value of the 
convergence criterion rj defined for both mass and load convergence checks.
In the case study presented in this Chapter, the individual mass convergence checking 
method was selected and the convergence criterion rj was taken as 0.01, which 
required 9 design cycles to satisfy. Figure 6.22 shows how the total mass convergence 
criterion varied through-out the optimisation. This criterion reached 0.009 after design 
cycle two, but the optimisation carried on due to some individual panels not reaching 
their individual convergence criteria. This proves that using the total mass 
convergence checking method instead of the individual mass convergence checking 
method can reduce the number of design cycles significantly.
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The number of design and analysis cycles can also be reduced by increasing the value 
of the convergence criterion 77 . An example of the mass convergence checking from
the case study is shown in Tables 6.4-6.6. All the panels converged to less than 2% of 
their individual mass after design cycle 3. The whole wing would be considered as 
converged on mass after design cycle 2  if the convergence criterion 77 was greater 
than 6.42%.
0.450,
0.40
Total Wing
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05 03009 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 Oft
0.00
Design Cycles
Figure 6.22 The total mass convergence through out the optimisation.
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TOP SKIN PANELS
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
1 0.1408 0.1307 0.1527 0.1315 0.0682 0.0683
2 0.0005 0.0116 0.0261 0.0416 0.0071 0.0070
C/}W 3 0.0025 0.0020 0.0101 0.0132 0.0067 0.0079
U
>
4 0.0028 0.0033 0.0119 0.0101 0.0077 0.0075
V 5 0.0031 0.0021 0.0092 0.0111 0.0068 0.0081
ol-H<Z1
6 0.0026 0.0027 0.0113 0.0145 0.0074 0.0081
w
Q 7 0.0027 0.0014 0.0095 0.0124 0.0067 0.0080
8 0.0021 0.0026 0.0120 0.0100 0.0075 0.0078
9 0.0021 0.0013 0.0098 0.0081 0.0077 0.0078
Table 6.4 The individual mass convergence for each top panel.
BOTTOM SKIN PANELS
B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6
DE
SI
GN
 
CY
CL
ES
1 0.6824 0.6824 0.6801 0.6701 0.6839 0.6629
2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0021 0.0051 0.0117 0.0063
3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0037 0.0039 0.0060
4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0011 0.0026 0.0028 0.0040
5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0002 0.0037 0.0025
6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 0.0017 0.0014 0.0028
7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0010 0.0006 0.0014
8 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0018 0.0018 0.0003
9 0.0000 0.0000 0.0016 0.0025 0.0008 0.0023
Table 6.5 The individual mass convergence for each bottom panel.
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S P A R  P A N E L S
SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9
l 0.4998 0.4998 0.4998 0.4998 0.4356 0.4998 0.4998 0.4998 0.4998
2 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0642 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
C/3
H 3 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
i-4
U
>*
4 0.0000 0 .0000 0 .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
U
Z
5 0.0000 0 .0000 0 .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0
C/3
6 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
W
a 7 0.0000 0 .0000 0 .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8 0.0000 0 .0000 0 .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9 0.0000 0 .0000 0 .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Table 6.6 The individual mass convergence for each spar panel.
6.4.2 Convergence Acceleration
As described in Section 4.3, load convergence acceleration is performed to calculate 
the loads for the VICONOPT input files after two analysis cycles in each design cycle.
Figure 6.23 illustrates the benefits achieved by applying the convergence acceleration 
method. It shows the load acting on panel T4 on the top surface within the first design 
cycle. Without applying the convergence acceleration method, it takes 16 analysis 
cycles to get the load to converge, but only 4 analysis cycles are required when this is 
applied. This proves the capability of the method in increasing efficiency and 
reducing computational cost.
Furthermore, the values of the load at the convergence point have less than 1% 
variation, which proves the accuracy of the method.
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Figure 6.23 Load convergence with and without convergence acceleration.
6 .4 .3  C o m p u t a t io n a l  E f f ic i e n c y
VICONOPT MLO was developed to be a computationally efficient program. To 
compare with optimisation using only finite element software, such as 
MSC/NASTRAN, the time saved on any multilevel optimisation problem by using 
VICONOPT MLOP can be estimated using the following method.
Using MSC/NASTRAN, the time taken to complete a static analysis, a finite element 
buckling analysis and a finite element postbuckling analysis are tMs, tm  and tMp
respectively.
Using VICONOPT, analysis of each panel takes tvd and tVa for a buckling design 
and a postbuckling analysis respectively.
The time required for all the VICONOPT MLOP processes in each design/analysis 
cycle, i.e. data conversion and convergence checking, is <p.
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Therefore, for a multilevel optimisation problem which contains N p panels and takes 
Nd design cycles, the time taken using only MSC/NASTRAN will be
for postbuckling optimisation, where N a is the number of analysis cycles within each 
design cycle.
Taking the case study which is presented in this Chapter as an example, Table 6.7 
gives the time parameters for different software and the number of design and analysis 
cycles involved.
Note the values shown in Table 6.7 are average values through out the optimisation, 
and were measured on a Core ™ 2 Duo, 2GHz, 1.96GB RAM computer.
TfE ~ Nd ’ t Mb (6 .1)
for initial buckling optimisation, and
(6.2)
for postbuckling optimisation.
The time taken using VICONOPT MLOP will be
Tmlo ~ Nd Ms + + N p ' tyd )
for initial buckling optimisation, and
(6.3)
tmlo ~ N d (Na (tMs +<P + N p 'tVa) + tMs+<p + N p -tvd ) (6.4)
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Parameters for VICONOPT MLOP
n p 21
N , 9
4
<P 240 seconds
Parameters for MSC/NASTRAN
t Ms 54.6 seconds
t Mb 2302.4 seconds
t Mp 4709.8 seconds
Parameters for VICONOPT
*Vd 2.0 seconds
*Va 0.2 seconds
Table 6.7 Parameters of the example for efficiency calculation.
The estimated time taken for optimising the example model using the two different 
optimisation techniques is shown in Table 6.8. In comparison with the finite element 
software MSC/NASTRAN, VICONOPT MLOP has a significant advantage in term of 
time saving. In optimising the example model, VICONOPT MLOP takes less than 
30% of the time used by MSC/NASTRAN.
Optimisation Techniques Buckling Optimisation Postbuckling Optimisation
MSC/NASTRAN Tfe = 20722 seconds T'fe = 42388 seconds
VICONOPT MLOP Tmlo = 3029 seconds Tmlo = 11626 seconds
% Reduction 85.4% 72.6%
Table 6.8 Time taken for different optimisation techniques.
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6.5 CONCLUSION
A case study involving the design of a whole aircraft wing is presented in this chapter. 
This has enabled a more detailed insight into the multilevel optimisation process and 
postbuckling behaviour of a complex structure. The results of the study show the total 
mass of the wing is reduced by 44% through optimisation, with the skin panels being 
reduced by approximately 42%. This compares to the results from the previous 
version of VICONOPT MLO (Fischer et al., 2002a,b), with a further 36% of total 
mass being saved.
The final design of the panels is based on thick flanges or webs and much thinner 
skins. This is because, without a strict bound, skin plates always try to transfer load 
into the stringers and spars, and compared to the spars, the initial thicknesses of the 
stringers are too small to carry the load.
The multilevel optimisation carried out proved to be very efficient and displayed good 
convergence. Although the finite element model at system level was very large and a 
lot of data had to be transferred between the different levels, due to the efficiency of 
VICONOPT MLOP, the multilevel optimisation process required only 5-7 minutes to 
complete an analysis cycle on a Core ™ 2 Duo, 2GHz, 1.96GB RAM, and of the 
overall solution time, less than 10% was spent in VICONOPT, around 40% was spent 
in VICONOPT MLOP and 50% was spent in MSC/NASTRAN.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Recommendations for
Future Work
7.1 CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presents the research work carried out during the author’s PhD study period. 
The main objective of this work was to develop the multilevel optimisation software 
VICONOPT MLO, in order to incorporate postbuckling effects in the optimisation, 
enabling small amounts of stable postbuckling to occur in the optimised structure, 
hence further reducing the structure’s mass. This objective has been achieved by a 
continuous research process, which consisted of three major parts.
The first part involved the study of the theories of buckling and postbuckling, 
optimisation, multilevel optimisation and C++ computer programming, in order to 
become familiar with the computer software VICONOPT, MSC/NASTRAN and 
VICONOPT MLO. In this thesis, this part of the research is reported in Chapters 2 and 
3.
The second part, which was the most major and complex part of the research, and 
which took the longest time was the development of the software VICONOPT MLOP. 
The objective of this part was to find a solution to the problem of incorporating 
postbuckling into the optimisation problem whilst maintaining appropriate 
convergence. The theories on which the software is based are reported in Chapter 4. 
After coding these theories into VICONOPT MLO, the size of the program almost 
tripled. The new software VICONOPT MLOP not only allows multilevel optimisation 
to be carried out incorporating postbuckling effects but also provides improved design 
convergence procedures and manual and computational input/output data systems. In
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the same way as for VICONOPT MLO, the development of VICONOPT MLOP is 
based on widely accepted standards for good Windows software design and great care 
has been taken to ensure the software package is at least as user-friendly as before or 
even better. An introduction into the multilevel optimisation procedures of 
VICONOPT MLOP is given in Chapter 5, which gives an overall view of how the 
postbuckling behaviour has been set up in the model.
The last part of the work involved testing the software. The use of VICONOPT MLOP 
has been demonstrated for the multilevel optimisation of a composite aircraft wing 
with twelve longitudinally stiffened panels and nine spar panels as described in 
Chapter 6. The multilevel optimisation carried out proved to be very efficient, and 
displayed good convergence on both mass and load. A total of 9 design cycles were 
carried out before the mass of each individual panel had converged and 4 analysis 
cycles were required within each design cycle to achieve load convergence. The 
results show that the total mass of the whole wing reduced by 44% throughout the 
optimisation, and that of the skin panels reduced by approximately 42%. This 
compares with the results from VICONOPT MLO (Fischer et al., 2002a), with a 
further of 36% of total mass saved.
The main objective of this design study was to gain a more detailed insight into the 
multilevel optimisation of complex structures. A number of extended research studies 
were therefore carried out to prove the accuracy of some of the methods used in the 
software, e.g. the convergence acceleration method.
The objective of the research work was therefore achieved successfully by completing 
the three continuous steps described above. Whilst the software VICONOPT MLOP 
requires further development to enable it to be used in a commercial situation, this 
development has enabled substantial improvement of the software and multilevel 
optimisation in the postbuckling region. In this way, mass, and therefore economic 
and environmental cost, are reduced. Due to the significant speed of VICONOPT’s 
analysis and optimisation procedures, it is believed that the VICONOPT MLO suite of 
software will become one of the most competitive tools for multilevel optimisation 
after more valuable developments. Some possible further developments are 
recommended in the following sections.
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7.2 FUTURE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT
7.2.1 Further Research Area Expansion
Chapter 5 in this thesis can be used as a brief manual of VICONOPT MLOP. 
However, a more formal user manual and/or online help information for the software 
is an important future requirement.
Further developments of the VICONOPT MLO suite of software should be carried 
out in order to achieve the following tasks:
Implementation of some of the remaining features of VICONOPT in VICONOPT 
MLO, including the use of discrete design variables for multilevel optimisation, both 
with and without a postbuckling design capability.
Allowing more types of design variables and constraints; for example, plate widths, 
material strength constraints, and the geometric dimensions of the overall structure. 
Some of these changes may require mesh regeneration of the finite element model, 
which may lead to the reconstruction of the VICONOPT MLO data converter.
Investigation of more realistic wing models which include more complicated 
structures, e.g. damaged panels, curved panels and non-rectangular panels. This will 
require an exploration of VICONOPT MLO’s performance in the context of 
multilevel postbuckling optimisation.
Additional case studies on more civil engineering and architectural designs, e.g. 
modem vehicles, spacecraft, thin-shell structures, etc, which will require a multi­
disciplinary development and might begin from the fuselage section of the aircraft and 
the whole aircraft.
Enabling more practical manufacturing requirements to be taken into consideration 
during the optimisation, e.g. ply drop-off construction requirements.
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Considering the possibility of connecting VICONOPT MLO with other commonly 
used software, for example, AutoCAD (Autodesk, 2011) and ABAQUS (ABAQUS, 
1998), to increase the versatility of VICONOPT MLO.
7.2.2 Further Manual Input Simplification
Currently, VICONOPT MLOP is a standalone version of VICONOPT MLO, 
specifically for postbuckling design. If users want to optimise an initial buckling 
problem, they need to run the original VICONOPT MLO. It would be a great 
advantage if the user were allowed to optimise a problem with or without 
postbuckling effects in one program. Input data could be transferred automatically 
from one analysis to the other. The user would then only need to input the specific 
data which is not common to both types of analysis.
In VICONOPT MLOP, a new feature using ‘default values’ during the manual input 
process was shown to reduce the manual workload. This is explained in Section 5.1. 
The case study proved that using these ‘default values’ could halve the time required 
for user input. However, the time spent on manual input for the case study is still 
about half an hour. Therefore, further manual input simplification is required for more 
complicated structures. Two possible developments can be carried out in the future to 
achieve this requirement.
A feature could be developed to allow the user to group the panels which require the 
same input parameters. The users then only need to modify these parameters once for 
the group rather than type them in many times for each panel. A good example taken 
from the finite element software MSC/PATRAN is shown in Figure 7.1. The user first 
selects all the components (Figure 7.1 [1]) to create a set (Figure 7.1 [2]), and then 
specifies input data for the whole set.
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Load/Boundary Conditions ■ i
Action;
Object
Type:
Create
Displacement ▼
Nodal
Current Load C ase:--------
wingsupportl
Type: Static
Existing Sets
root
New Set Name 
foot
Input Data...
Select Application Region.
LoadBoundary Conditions [
*]
d
Select Application Region
Geometry Filter 
(• Geometry 
C  FEM
x]
Application Region
Select Geometry Entities 
|Surface 78
Add Remove
Application Region
Surface 200:206:2 209 210 212 3
d
OK
Figure 7.1 Group input — MSC/PATRAN.
Another development which would simplify the manual input procedure is the use of 
tabular input format. The example shown in Figure 7.2 is from the well-known 
drainage design suite WinDes (Micro Drainage, 2011). By displaying all the 
information in one table, the user can modify the parameters easily without entering 
individual windows, making it easier to notice and correct any mistakes and 
minimizing the risk of missing an entry.
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Figure 7.2 Table input format — WinDes (Micro Drainage, 2011).
These two suggested developments could potentially give better results if combined 
with each other or with any other manual input simplification development.
7 .2 .3  F u r t h e r  V I C O N O P T  M L O  D a ta  F ile  D e v e lo p m e n t
As part of the development of VICONOPT MLOP, two text files are created during 
the optimisation process. One stores all the input data and the other one stores all the 
convergence information. Further developments could be made based on the 
suggestion given below.
Currently, VICONOPT MLOP input files known as ‘save files’ (Section 5.2.10) 
consist of one text file and one binary file. The user cannot modify the binary file 
directly, and is not able to edit the information in the text file easily without being 
familiar with VICONOPT MLOP’s background code, since no descriptions are 
included to explain the meaning of the data.
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Further development might be made to combine these two input files into one big text 
file and provide detailed descriptions about the data. This would enable the user to 
generate or modify the optimisation model using any text editor software, without 
entering the data in VICONOPT MLOP. The input file for MSC/NASTRAN shown in 
Figure 7.3 is a very good example of text format input files. In addition to this 
development, a quick reference guide might be published to explain the meaning of 
each single data item used in the text file.
«a#(E) # ao) «5£(o) wftboj)
Q c S H  # a |  M l  e&|
$ NASTRAN input f i l e  c re a te d  by th e  MSC MSC.Nastran input f i l e
$ t r a n s la to r  ( MSC. P a tran  13. 1.089 ) on ]Kovember 07, 2010 at 02:43:30.
$ D irect Text Input fo r  N astran  System C e ll Section
$ D irect Text Input fo r  F i le  Management Section
$ Im p lic it N onlinear A nalysis
SOL 600, NLSTATIC OUTR=op2,f06
$ D irect Text Input fo r  Executive C ontrol
CEND
SEALL = ALL
SUPER = ALL
TITLE = MSC.Nastran job c rea ted  on 19-Feb-02 at 09:06:06
$ D irect Text Input fo r  G lobal Case C ontro l Data
SUBCASE 1
$ Subcase name : v ingsupport2
SUBTITLE=vingsupport 2
NLPARM = 1
SPC = 2
LOAD = 2
$ D irect Text Input fo r  t h i s  Subcase
BEGIN BULK
PARAM POST -1
PARAM PRTMAXIM YES
PARAM LGDISP 1
PARAM MARCSLHT 5
MARCOUT E311 E321 E341 N1 N5 N34 N2
E301
1 20 P YES__________ _ ___  z lNLPARM 1 20 ITER
i t s  fi 1 1 /a
Figure 7.3 Typical MSC/NASTRAN input file.
In comparison with the input files, the VICONOPT MLOP output file, which stores 
all the convergence information, is quite well formatted (Section 5.3.5). One feature 
which could be developed in the future, would be to give the capability to 
VICONOPT MLOP to display this data in the form of diagrams. An example from 
WinDes is shown in Figure 7.4. This would remove the need for the user to copy this
□  CaseStudy2.Postbuckling.600b.bdf -
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data into Excel and enable them to monitor the convergence for example during the 
optimisation process.
F Clwck jlooje I
Wfa r ~"T t T
8000- r
6000- -
Vd
(m3) «oo- -
2000- -
o o o  o o i  e r a  003
Discharge (m3/s)
-I--------- 1--------- 1-------- ±
Pt*T OUthar®*
/  NOWIfrttOA
0.04 0 05
tw | b<*> i
Figure 7.4 Results diagram — WinDes (Micro Drainage, 2011).
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Figure A .l Mass changes in panels T1 & T2.
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Figure A.2 Mass changes in panels T3 & T4.
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Figure A.3 Mass changes in panels T5 & T6
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Figure A.4 Mass changes in panels B1 & B2.
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Figure A.5 Mass changes in panels B3 & B4.
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Figure A.6 Mass changes in panels B5 &B6.
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Figure A.7 Mass changes in panels SI, S2 & S3.
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Figure A . 8  Mass changes in panels S4, S5 & S6 .
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Figure A.9 Mass changes in panels S7, S8 & S9.
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Figure B.l Changes of ply thicknesses (Tl), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure B.2 Changes of ply thicknesses (T2), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure B.3 Changes of ply thicknesses (T3), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure B.4 Changes of ply thicknesses (T4), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure B.5 Changes of ply thicknesses (T5), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure B. 6  Changes of ply thicknesses (T6 ), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure B.7 Changes of ply thicknesses (Bl), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure B.8 Changes of ply thicknesses (B2), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure B.9 Changes of ply thicknesses (B3), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure B.10 Changes of ply thicknesses (B4), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure B.l 1 Changes of ply thicknesses (B5), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure B.12 Changes of ply thicknesses (B6 ), (a) skin, (b) flange and (c) web.
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Figure B.13 Changes of ply thicknesses (SI)
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Figure B.14 Changes of ply thicknesses (S2)
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Figure B.15 Changes of ply thicknesses (S3)
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Figure B.16 Changes of ply thicknesses (S4)
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Figure B.17 Changes of ply thicknesses (S5)
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Figure B.18 Changes of ply thicknesses (S6)
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Figure B.19 Changes of ply thicknesses (S7)
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Figure B.20 Changes of ply thicknesses (S8 )
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Figure B.21 Changes of ply thicknesses (S9)
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Figure C.l Redistribution of axial loads in panels (a) Tl and (b) T2.
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Figure C.2 Redistribution of axial loads in panels (a) T3 and (b) T4.
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Figure C.3 Redistribution of axial loads in panels (a) T5 and (b) T6
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Figure C.4 Redistribution of axial loads in panels (a) Bl and (b) B2.
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Figure C.5 Redistribution of axial loads in panels (a) B3 and (b) B4.
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Figure C . 6  Redistribution of axial loads in panels (a) B5 and (b) B6 .
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Figure C.7 Redistribution of axial loads in panels (a) SI, (b) S2 and (c) S3.
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Figure C . 8  Redistribution of axial loads in panels (a) S4, (b) S5 and (c) S6 .
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Figure C.9 Redistribution of axial loads in panels (a) S7, (b) S8 and (c) S9.
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Figure C.10 Redistribution of bending moments in panels (a) T1 and (b) T2.
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Figure C .ll  Redistribution of bending moments in panels (a) T3 and (b) T4.
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Figure C.12 Redistribution of bending moments in panels (a) T5 and (b) T6
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Figure C.13 Redistribution of bending moments in panels (a) B1 and (b) B2.
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Figure C.14 Redistribution of bending moments in panels (a) B3 and (b) B4.
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Figure C.15 Redistribution of bending moments in panels (a) B5 and (b) B6 .
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Figure C.16 Redistribution of bending moments in panels (a) SI, (b) S2 and (c) S3.
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Figure C.17 Redistribution of bending moments in panels (a) S4, (b) S5 and (c) S6.
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